
CHAPTER THREE: Ell-TY-ONE SAMPLED DECISIONS:

swrING THIL, DETAILS

SETTING OUT THE DATA

Ii this chapter. empnical inquiry begins into how decisions, generated in this one snail

unit by academics working at the coal .ace, compare with the sorts of decisions ;:ind their

settings studied by Hickson ct_al (1986ai. and, going back further, Allison (1969: 1971). The

study inquires into how informants in slch academic settings generate and respond to their

sampled decisions. What sorts of explLnator y comments do they make about the decisions

they generate? Where do they go to compile details in decisional content? Who is included

in the process? Who is excluded? Wh it systematic data analysis methods may be set up for

the purpose of ethnographic sifting? Selection of cases for study may well result in c ear

pictures to show how higher education units stand out from other types or units. hor the

purpose of this introductory study, the open pile sort data analysis procedure gave a useful

beginning. The procedure is explained below in Chapter Your "The Hrst Pile Sort Sample:

Thematic Analysis". For later, more t chanced studies of similar data, tr iladic comparisons

using balanced incomplete block design formai promise fruitful departures (Weller, 1988).

As the three chapters in this Ti esis Part. Two unfold. it will become clear how initial

outcomes sought for the study have bet n largely confirmed and begin to fall away behind the

focus of inquir y. Yes, this higher educttion unit seems to be unique in many respects. Staff

members, together with their decision riaking activities, seem to be shot through with profes-

sional independence of thought and acton. Decisions generated by them seem to reflect stra-

tegic. as well as routine concerns. Mot cover, :hey are quickly opened up, by Infbrrnant A, to

richly detailed classifications which begin to look quite different from the I•lickson cut; tripar-

tite classification of decision types set down above as a key point of focal theory.



13y the end of this Thesis Part Ty, 0. it will he seen how different directions of inquiry

now press lure attention.. Quan t i t ies and kinds 0 /decision categories arc bc..Tinning to "blow

out. There now arises a new danger or over-intellectualising the topic in seeking to elaborate

ever new categoric S and twes of decision.. Onc imperative in social research is to re main

close to informants' own articulations about data as the search for sociological fact, also an

omnipresent imperative in social research, must be kept in sharp focus (Jones, 1985a, I 985b),.

It will also become clear. as the argument proceeds. how further complexities arise as

key outcomes of the study. Moreover they relate closely to concerns unique to higher educa-

tion. Decisions were sampled from academics throughout the unit in interview's ranging across

several 1,w(..ks. The researcher 161lowed the Itickson 0_41 format (1986a). Fach decision was

clearly worded at the top °Ione item card. Rationale details tOr the decision were then

compiled below on the same card. The researcher took care to use 1611: language phraseology

derived from the EDI) organisational culture. This principle wras followed by asking infor-

mants to dictate details to be entered on the cards. 1 iitries on cards ware then shown to the

informant for confirmation of accurate terminologies and rationale details, The researcher

assigned the collected fifty-one decisions to a randomised numerical order using a random

number table (Weller and Romney, 1988, pp. 33, 86). The results are compiled in this report

as " Appendix One: Fifty-One Sampled Decisions" (pp.201-14).

Sampled decisions presented to informant A, the head of the department, are deeply

and widely categorised by him, and that aspect of the study occupies the central place in this

Thesis Part Two (see below, Chapter Four, pp. 88-93, 95: Figures Six and Seven). There is a

deep cultural thrust given by this articulate intOrmant towards a centre of interest where

"teaching and learning aspects and situations" are compiled closely together (see below, p, 95,

Figure Seven). Decisions grouped under " how to do things and how to make changes"

interact with decisions grouped under "who will do things and selecting stair. This interaction

forces Informant A to struggle with the problem of sequence: how things may be seen to line

up in administrative order to govern his daily work schedules. Mutual enculturation between

researcher and inibrmant grows more evident in the data compiled. Further along again, in

Chapter Five, the researcher's own responses to data identical with that for Informant A show

his reaching towards additional categories of decision: a move which displays a dangerous

tendency towards over-intellectualisation. As the thesis proceeds, it will become clear how

lirad ford Studies propositions begin to be seriously called into question for higher education
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units like the FDD. The position is ais) highl i ghted witen due attention is giken to 13urion

Clark's views on " trickle-up" perspectives tClark, 1983a).

Developin , Complexities Bringa Turninl-, Point to the Study

Discussion at this point reaches directly into the core thesis. General questions drive

forward the empirical aspects of the inq airy. What sorts of decisions arc generated by these

busy professionals 'working in this lively academic setting? How will the decision sample relate

to background and focal theoretical ideas considered so far? flow wi!I staff members

themselves relate to such data, whicl , in some cases, proved so hard to extract front a

strangely clouded reality lying behind the foreground clamour of organisational life?

Empirical aspects of the study get under way, sifting through some liner- details. The

chapter looks closely at decision items. ! , et down on small cards, together W[th their summary

rationales, The report at th1s point presents a descriptive survey of all fifty-cane sampled deci-

sions, together with commentary upon 47ertain decision makers and the details they used for

compiling their sample items. This materia .: makes progress in answering basic research

questions about how academics' decisio is may look, what kinds of details will be likely to go

into their formation, who typically gets involved in the process, and how, • they may be categor-

ised by independent observers.

In Chapter Four, the report sets out results of the first item pile sort. The researcher

asked Informant A to arrange twenty-ore randomly selected decision item cards on table to

collect them into groups of his own choosing. Charts set out in that chapter, depicting cards

arranged on a table by the informant, give the developing picture about the data gathering

process applied to sampled decisions. Along tile way, the study now notes their characteristic

arrangements, and draws descriptive ,ompaiiisons across categories generated within the

organisational culture. Figure Six mei.' )ies duce double page layouts (see below, pp. 88-93):

while a further summary of that chart is round ni Figure Seven (see below, p. 95).

Chapter Five sets out results of the second item pile sort. In that procedure, both

Informant A and the researcher process identical data to study how both may use the new

categories for further sampled items. Discussion and analysis of the material then presents

identifiable patterns arising from la r g.,,e aggregates of fine detail, and draws out their



significance. It is important fOr the reader at this point, there lore, to scan forward through

Chapters lour and Five. to note how presentation and lawut issues have been handled in the

production of final copy (see below, p. 88, and passim: Figures Six to Ten).

In this section of the report, then, it will be seen how complexities arising from this

form of data and its analysis both confirm certain outcomes beginning to emerge from the

study: and at the same time open up the field in clearer terms for further studies to be made

along similar lines in similar settings. Following the opening readings and discussions, it

became necessary to locate and enter one lively higher education field work site. Willing

informants were found who would process data in this way. The researcher needed to test

whether received outlooks on decisions and decision making might be seen to break down.

The procedure allowed new configurations to get under way. Three forms or categories of

decision found in 16cal theory sources now give way to the real possibility of more or less than

three Ibr this small unit operating at the bottom of a lively system.

Research outcomes derived in this way may not .just impinge upon understanding

conglomerates of data. They may also entail methodological suggestions for further work

Such an outcome is the case here, l'ollowing these introductory remarks, compilation of the

lift■,,--one sampled decisions is set out and discussed. This forms a background for discussion

and analysis of outcome ideas. There then follows detailed illustrative description of signifi-

cant decision items. An overall pattern emerges Ibr the complete sample, helping the reader.

to fill in a detailed picture of the assembled data. The section at that point then turns to the

two later chapters to present results of the two pile sort procedures. Prior to turning to the

lifty ,one sampled decisions, certain key general ideas developed so far in the study need to be

set down so that they may clearly be brought to bear upon the argument now developing at

the level of detailed data. To that task the report now turns.

Key_Points in the Developing Argument

Three key points from earlier discussion connect with the argument now developing

and gaining momentum ill this chapter of the study. These are now identifiable as of lows. the

non-directiue imperative as a background assumption in understanding higher education

settings: the problematic nature of the (111(11/ triple rationality framework for under-



standing decision making in organisation st and the ubiquitous problematic of the standard

operating procedure form of decision making, now taking on a "ghost in the machine"

form of life.'

Non--directive imperatives. The first key point, the non-directive imperative, requires

that interactions in higher education be couched in terms of mutual respect, and was

introduced above in the opening discussion section. Appealing to ideas about professional

autonomy among members of a guild, it was asserted that "all levels of the operation in

higher education units ma y show marked strategic and executive decision making fbrms" (see

above, p. 3). This Wa s further underlim d in that section by an interaction pointed out there

between Bradford Studies outcomes based upon studies at the " top" of a wide range of

organisations and Burton Clark's views alout there being " much discretion at the bottom" and

" much that trickles up and happens b slow accretion" in higher education settings (Clark,

I 983a. chap. 4, p. 132) (see above, pp. 1 , 34-5) Such points noted during the opening phases

of the study brought out tensions betwu n " top" and "bottom" notions about decision making

and the implied significance of what t\ 's of decisions may characteristically occur in differing

levels of differing types of organisations.

rationalityplobler lade. The second point. the dual,' triple rationality

problematic, introduced above in Chapter Two. vvas made clear when view; of Allison (1969,

1971) and Hickson et al (1986a) were brought together for comparison and contrast (,see

above. pp. 46 . -50). The tripartite nature of Allison's theory, it was suggested there. differed

markedly from the tripartite nature of 11icksoirs theory in certain significant vv-ays. Hickson's

theory was assertedly bipartite, that is to say, reflecting " dual rationality" incorporating

ideational complexity and political her., but, in effect, it remains tripartite (11 ickson et al,

1986a, Figure 6.1, p. 166) Duality, tOr Hickson, seen in the decisional complexitylpoliticality

interaction, remains undetpinned by " rites of the game" (Allison's standard operating proced-

ures). This logical mow effectively gives unacknowledged support to Allison's tripartite view-

point incorporating rational i ty/ political ty/ organisational routine.

'The idea is borrowed from Ryle (	 Conecpt of Mind.



Standard operating procedure form of decision making. The third point, the standard

operating procedure problematic, introduced above in Chapter Two pp. 47-8, uses Clark as a

benchmark for key understandings in higher education studies, and looks closdy at the struc-

tural points of comparison in the theory lOr both authors. This point reveals the core of a

linearit y doctrine at work in the field. Sequence is assumed as an imperative for both

theoretical understanding about decisions and decision making in academic debate on the

topic, as well as for clarity of purpose in practical settings down at Meek's coalface

administrative work currently under way (Meek, 1984, 1987b). Hickson uses a sequence in

which " rules of the game" are placed prior to the " matter for decision" (I lickson et al. I986a.

p. 166), In so doing. he relegates to little more than a permanently present background

influence, a phenomenon, which, to Allison, amounted to a ubiquitous and autonomous

organisational process in recurrent decision making. Standard operating procedures, for

Ilickson. are given a " ghostly" presence in the scheme of things: " rules of the game" denied a

clear exposition or outline by way of consolidating the argument. A close examination of the

two sources has suggested that a possible gap remains in Ifickson's viewpoint because, as has

already been noted in this report, he does not attend to Allison in the literature and conse-

quently the gap in ideas found between the two sources is not discussed. The report now turns

to outline procedures for compilation and analysis of data generated by infbrmants.

SAMPLED DECISIONS: DESCRIPTIVE CATEGORILS

The researcher gave broad initial categories to the randomly numbered sample of

decisions, to get a generalised first picture of the collected data. Which decisions were taken

individually, and which were taken collaboratively, in either small or large groups? Which

were taken within broad and narrow resource contexts, and with short or long tern effects?

Was the sample evenly distributed across these descriptive categories? Figure Five (see below,

overleaf) shows how the sample was then spread across categories of group size and resources

affected, giving a broad quantitative picture.

There is, of course, room for differing interpretation on these initially broad and

tentative descriptive categories. Rut data description needs to begin somewhere, and a useful

place to begin is how the ethnographer sees it whole in terms of group process. Data material
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generated in this activity was extensive. I ach decision was itemised, together with 'its detailed

rationale. 1-1Ow this material may beet be displayed to the reader presents a constant

challenge. Data prior to interpretatiol must be set down in some readable way. so that

discussion of outcomes may proceed in at open setting.

The researcher carried Out both the generation of the descriptive categories and the

placement of items within them. The '-'rgument that independent coders:night haw been

brought in at this point to eheck the descriptive categories and the placement or items needs

comment. The project undertaken he -e made use of ethnographic methods and related

assumptions. Among many other ideas, this means that the idea of a team 31 researchers

working to collate and code a large body off data is considered to be outside the boundaries of

the project.

In ethnographic research the low . researcher's perceptions are taken seriously. Judge-

ments are self-tested in isolation over tine. Charts compiled may be taken back to iniOrmants

for comment. Such feedback, however, is not always taken at its face value. The very

selection of informants remains an issue to be constantly resolved by the ethnographer alone.

Moreover the research outlined here was a beginning project. The data collected was

tentative and adventurous. Later projec t s using extra resources may perhaps build upon this

early work. Plans to carry oat further work with teams of independent coders and larger scale

data collections need to await outcomes from this initial study.

In the following section of the -eporti, each item category is introduced by detailed

description of one example. The rest of the examples are then indicated by listing each

decision's random sample number, together with the decision stipulated, copied from the top

of the item card. The rationale stater lent is excluded from this presentation, to assist the

initial broad scanning of data. If the Rader is interested to look- up particular items, to note

their rationale statements, this is facilitated by Appendix One: Fifty-One Sampled Deci-

sions (see below, pp. 201-14). The sho e( descriptive survey that now Ibllows proceeds through

seven separate categories: taking in solo, collaborative small group, and collaborative large

group decisions Further space is then g i ven to a review of collaborative large group decisions,

since they hold interest for revealing eel tam aspects of ihe political culture within the unit.

Solo decisions within a narrow context, carrying short term e ffects. Material outlined

on the item card implies that the actor made the decision within an exclusive sphere of in Au-
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ence. An example for this group is sample derision numbered fifteen, "a decision by

one member of stall in media studies to alter the content of colour slides used for a particular

lecture in a course on photography". The item outlines plans for a single activity by a single

actor undertaken for a purpose which is clearly identifiable as specific to that person. A

lecturer in photography has drawn limitations around content for a particular class presenta-

tion. The decision reaches back into the person's academic and aesthetic scales of values and

ideas about students' capabilities.

Other items compiled are:

(17.) A decision by the receptionist to raise the question of some non-availab-
ility time given each day to allow catch up on required work which continually
accumulates.

(22.) A decision by one member of stall in media studies to allocate personnel
to a particular job on the St. Albans campus.

(24.) A decision by one member of stall in the learning centre to give to
certain students photocopied handout materials relevant to assignments in their
programs.

(27.) A decision by one member of stall in the learning centre to agree to take
a 'class talk' class during the lollowing week.

(35.) A decision by one member of staff in the learning centre to have a
meeting with an accounting and economics tutor concerning arrangements ibr
orientation week.

(31.) A decision to discuss with a member of the teaching staff in the depart-
ment the idea of a short course (three to five days) for engineering students.

(10.) A decision to have titles for a video compiled on new equipment at the
St. Albans campus.

(42.) A decision by one member of stall in the learning centre to incorporate
an article on the problem of plagiarism in writing in a teaching program.

(47.) A decision by one member of staff in media studies to list the tasks/
functions/ responsibilities to he taken alone by a member of staff new to the
department.

(48.) A decision by one member of stall in the learning centre to agree
consult on a series of assignments with a third year student .those k rk is in a
different discipline area.

Solo decisions within a narrow context, carrying long term effects. Material as outlined

implies that the actor, once again, made the decision within an exclusive sphere of influence.

but was focussed upon long term concerns. An example for this group is sample decision

11 In b e red one: "a decision by one member of staff in the learning centre to commence
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higher degree studies". The item indica.t!S one academic's concern about career advancement.

Pressure to produce formal academic research output conflicts with pressure to develop

departmental programs„ Outcomes from this decision may take years to emerge. Along the

way, there will arise many kinds of effe(ts ranging from adjustments to program details derived
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from new readings, to deep persona! adjustments in the aCadeilii	 )1:. and daily work

practices.

Other items compiled are:

(6.) A decision by one member of staff to limit service attendance on the St
Albans campus to one day per week only.

(11.) A decision by one member of staff in the learning centre to collaborate
on a handbook for students in business/law: links with other staff and universi-
ties.

(12.) A decision by one member of staff in the learning centre not to work 1 1 tH
time in the department at this point.

(16.) A decision by the administrative assistant to attend certain courses of
study for the purpose of keeping up with changes being implemented.

(21.) A decision by the receptionist to record more detail in photographic
orders taken in reception.

(23.) A decision by one member of stall in the learning centre to rewrite/
extend/ expand the course material in nursing (bridging studies).

(25.) A decision by the receptionist to take steps to further secure the position
occupied in the organization,

(26.) A decision to collaborate on academic publications with a member of
stall in a department receiving service support.

(29.) A decision by the receptionist to list ideas for planning layout of the
reception area in the proposed new location: Building I).

(31.) A decision to delegate to a member or the support stall the function of
compiling appropriate materials and drafting short letters of reply: to be signed
by the staff member Ibr the unit coordinator.

(38.) A decision by one member of stall to limit the topic of an academic
research project: to investigate the phenomenon of mathematics anxiety in the
mature-age student.

(43.) A decision by the Pro-Vice Chancellor to allocate the petty cash man-
agement duties to the administrative assistant.

(44.) A decision by one member of staff to approach another member of stall
in the department to act as mentor for the purposes of guidance in studies tbr
the. Graduate Diploma in Education undertaken in another institute.

Solo decisions  within a broad context, carryiu_ short term effects. Material as outlined

implies that the actor was focussed upon short term concerns over a broad field of application.

The sole item ibr this category is sample decision numbered nine: "a decision to compile

materials on a program: its promotion, administration. delivery and follow-up: summary sheet:



mode,: elements, learning centre ' in-house' publications". It is a solo decision, and came

under "short term effects" because it was framed to meet requirements of a one-h yur meeting

that was coming up soon. The academic will turn to compile draft materials for a report to

the chancellery on the work carried out by the I,earning Centre section of the EDI.). The

materials to be prepared, however, cover..d the whole range of interests of all ildividials and

groups ,Nithin the 11-A)1).

Solo decisions within a broad cor text carryingiong_tc;nn effects. Material as outlined

implies that the actor was focussed upon long term concerns over a broad field of application.

An example is .sionple de( ision numb( red four:" a decision by one member of staff in the

learning centre to agree to teach in the ( Health Nursing, Course in October of this

war (now April)". A member of staff agrees to teach in a certain course. following previous

practice. Although the head of the dep irtment seems to have made the decision (taken the

running). the academic has been asked The academic has agreed. This is the decision, It

seems to exist in space somewhere between the two individuals. Analysis does not need to

proceed Jar to make this important poin . The most particularised decisions are not necessari-

ly attached to individuals, even though they seem to define their partici:la .^ interests and

futures. In this case, the decision to agree has been made within a social context that remains

open to further empirical inquiry and ethnographic

Other items compiled are:

("T) A decision to raise people's consciousness about the limited space and
resources in the media studies alea.

(I8.) A decision by one inembe of staff in media studies to adopt and develop
a consultative, collaborative, and interactive approach to photographing a client.

(28.) A decision by the admilistrative assistant to contribute to ideas in
planning the lawut of spaces in .he new location for the 14),D.

(32,) A decision to send a firrino to all deans and heads of departments
offering to address new staff to inform them of EDD's role on the Footscray

mpus.

(34.) A decision to build up the workload at Western Hospital in order to lend
more weight to priorities in that direction.

(39.) A decision to remain on a fence between two professional fields of
development: the V UT and its areas of academic work and the Western
hospital and its areas of acader 'tic: work.

(45.) A decision to encourage wnference attendance by EDI) staff.
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(49..) A decision by the administrative assistant to agree to work on the St
Albans campus as well as on the Footscray campus.

(5(1) A decision by one member of staff in the learning centre to shorten
initial consultation times with students commencing their preparations for
essays and assignments.

(51.) A decision to carry out some work in another faculty . on campus to
reciprocate an approach already made.

Collaborative small group decisions within a narrow context carrying long term effects.

Outlined material implies that the actor made the decision within a specific consultative

context. An example for this group is sample decision nutnbered three:"a decision to

resolve the problem of the air conditioner". It arises out of a context of three people occupying

an office space in cramped conditions, and the description of the decision on the item card

refers to previous discussions among the three people. The group have decided to do

something about an intractable problem. It concerns their daily health and physical comfort in

hot weather. Plans for action are not specified. However, the item remains a clear decision,

since points of action may well arise in the future. as the matter is reconsidered. What the

decision asserts is that something will be attempted, and that the matter will not be allowed to

rest, as in the past. For these reasons the item represents an interesting kind of decision. In

general, all items compiled Ibr this report carry overlapping thin ily resemblances, all the way

along from the highly structured and detailed, through the more broadly based and openly

structured, to those that seem vague and empty of- purposeful content. These last must not be

ignored, for they too make up the cultural domain of decisions in organisations.

Other items compiled are:

(14.) A decision to authorise the administrative assistant to sign orders and
requisitions.

(33.) A decision to employ another member of staff to assist in running
programs for business/ law.

Collaborative small group decisions within a broad context, carrying long term effects.

Outlined material implies that the decision was made within a broad context, looking to long

term effects. An example is sant pie decision nit m be red two: " a decision by one member

of stall in the learning centre to give to kw colleagues an outline of things to think about Ibr

the summer school four week program". The decision is to list points for discussion within a
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group of three academics. The content eovers the summer school program being planned,

and an evaluation session carried Out by participants at the end of the program.

Other items compiled are:

(5.) A decision to redevelop a ore year course in basic chemistry: l'oundatior
Studies Chemistry.,

(8,) A decision to use a new sr tem of computer technology in conducting
equipment loans to students.

(1:3,) A decision to offer a new ptogram to studems in Business Law A.

(19.) A decision to mainstream into t'..).e yearly cycle of programs a winter
school program recently piloted b y a small group of staff in the department.

(20.) A decision to hold a planning meeting about a new program to be
developed: five to six week. initia program offering: general English language
classes; English for academic purposes: academic writing

(46.) A decision by two menthe! s of staff in the learning centre not to cancel
classes for individual consultation .; in the final week prior to an assignment due
date; but instead to hold classes as usual for group consultations on common
problems about essays.

Collaborative  lat_Li-.T _group decisicns within a broad  context, carrying long term effects.

Material outlined implies that the actor made the decision within a large group context. An

example is sample decision train tiered teil:" a decision made last year to change the

format of First Year Nursing Tutorials lor Che mistry and Physics." It reveals how the actor is

engaged in an on-going three-way into: rchange with groups across three departments: the

I DI), Nursing, and Chemistry, and it clearl y implied that the decision has been iashioned

around requirements expressed within a'l three spheres of influence. Changes are being made

to the format of tutorials in a first yea- course. Students, also, are being consulted on the

matter. Once again, the matter falls to 'widely held ideologies expressed within the EDI).

110W content is presented to students !,eents to hold equal importance with what content is

presented.

Other items compiled are

(30.) A decision to relocate sot ne of 	 EDD staff to work on an alternative
campus.

(36.) A decision to develop an ,appropriate layout of the new 1.31:)D facilities.

(41.) A decision to finalise a e location of E DD in the new amalgamated
university.
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Scanning through all lifty-one sampled decisions confirms that informants have given

wide ranging and detailed material. [ yen within the one category, this remains clearly the

case. Questions of how decisions are made in small campus units, together with who gets

included and excluded, are substantially, if only partly, answered by this kind of material.

Narrow context solo decisions directed at short term effects. alone, range across diverse

areas of interest. Reading down the list, these are academic teaching content. availability

times, allocation of personnel, student handout materials, scheduled special presentations.

planning meetings, course development, educational technology, dealing with plagiarism.

induction of new staff, and working across discipline areas. Moreover, each item carries line

detail in its rationale statement. At a second point in the domain, narrow context solo

decisions directed at long term effects also range widely across diverse fields of interest. These

touch upon starting a higher degree program of studies, limiting service attendance, student

handbook vaiting, part time work, course attendance, tiling details in orders, course material

writing, workplace politics, academic publication, planning for physical layout, delegation of

functions, academic research project development, petty cash management, and mentor

networking. Again, at a third point in the domain, narrow context collaborative small group

decisions directed at short term effects , while numbering only three items. still range widely.

These move from problems with the air conditioner, to requisition order signatories, to

employment of a new member of staff.

In the face of this notable range of detail, it might be concluded that decision making

in this unit is indeed open and widely democratic. But that conclusion would not be justified.

Inclusion of individuals can result in exclusion of others. In the hubbub found in the material

surveyed above, much yet remains to be studied and analysed. The point may be made by

bringing together two theoretical propositions from the list compiled above at the end of

Chapter Two. Clark's point about there being much discretion practised by academics at the

bottom of systems and units seems well supported. But Dahrendoris point about understand-

ing the legitimation process as central to showing how modifications take place in the

technical, political, and social conditions for the formation of conflict groups, remains both

interesting and demandingly problematic, flow and where does legitimation work out in

practice? Where may we go, and what do we need to study, to bring out and understand

more fully the locus of legitimation for academics to form their decisions in such wide

ranging ways? In the section that follows, materials descriptively surveyed above in this section
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arc ill ore deeply interpreted and analysed in pursuit of research questions and theoretical

propositions compiled,

SAMPLED SOL DECISIONS: INTI't. PRIJATION AND ANALYSIS

A need for re-asscsSmeFit of t to wa forwa rd now be gi n s to emerge fro in this

discussion. Given problems in the lines of theory discussed so far, where, then, lie the social

grounds of decisions and decision mahing? Where, and how are decisions initi :Lted and

forn-i( d in this particular social context? 'Fwo analytical problems now seem to dominate the

inquiry. The first is the growing place of the researcher in the calculus of data theory, in

particular, how the researcher's own biwes liave influenced probes and outcomes in the inter-

views and their charts. The second is tl e increasing presence and status accorded to

conflict theory in this study: now a established issue in local theory. 'I'or this way of

seeing how social dynamics take shape and hold force now begins to offer ways out of an

analytical dead-end. This has developed around inabilities in received decision making theory

to draw useful distinctions between 'Mich..' (lcdsions in this higher education social context may

be seen to be born and where they may not.

Turning now to matters of inter )retation, we may note at this point that the sampled

decisions are widely scattered among the categories given. This occurs across both of the

broad and narrow contexts and between' the groupings of decision makers. All categories are

represented to some degree. although live of the twelve cells are empty. Staying with the chart

as set out in Figure Five for a moment, some tentative but significant points may be made for

the EDI.).

In point form, broad quantitativ( outcomes may be set down as 161lows:

a. solo decisions, taken for long term outcomes across both narrow and
broad contexts, seem to 'told a strong place, with twenty-five of the fifty-
one items (approximately forty-nine percent of the sample);

solo decisions overall hold a very strong position with thirty-seven of
the fifty-one items (approximately seventy-tvvo percent of the sample):

c. no items lit easily into collaborative narrow and broad short term
contexts:

d. no items tit large grotr) collaborative narrow context for long term
outcomes:



e	 one cluster of lour large-group collaborative broad context long term

decisions invite a closer look at theft details_

I low may these outcomes now be related to ideas raised in the current study?

There is a strong connection here with ideas about the perceived autonomy of actors in

the setting. But further features which may turn out to be unique to the setting now begin to

stand out. Points " a." and "b.", together, sit in tension with points " c." and " (1:' Whereas

solo decisions range across both short term and long term lields of operation, collaborative

decisions touch only upon long term concerns. What seems required is a search for decision

making in which large groups deliberate upon short and long term concerns, taking in the

work fields of small groups. 11 such decision making exists. it did not, at that time, appear

uppermost in the minds of informants. This is an important point. It needs further elabora-

tion as the thesis develops. Do large groups of academics come together to deliberate upon

matters pertaining to small groups which cover narrow context and short term outcomes?

Presumably they do so. Boards of studies, faculty Imums, even departments, deliberate upon

what small groups within their ranks, course units, and the like, will be expected to do. But

short term? And within a narrow context? What would be some examples of such decisions,

and what would they look like? In contrast with the present study, would they be more salient

in the minds of informants from other units?

If such decision making occurs, is this activity relatively less significant for academic

life? How and by what means arc these decisions followed up? Turning back again to the

numerical dominance of solo decisions, is academic life, by contrast, relatively dominated by

personal concerns? It may be reasonably assumed for a small academic unit like the [OD

that informants gave, in lace-to-thee contact with the researcher, those decisions they perceived

as important for study. If this is the case, then their collective view of academic.: work may be

largely given in terms of ideas about personal autonomy and immediate strategic substance.

The professional independence point may be further confirmed by noting the high

level of elaboration among ideas in many of the sampled decisions tendered. 'File point is

developed further in this chapter where collaborative decisions are set out and reviewed,  it is

also true for long passages of the interview transcripts? High levels of expectation about

'Appendix One: Fifty-one Sampled Decisions, p. 201, decisions numbered 117., [8., 19.,

and 20. show high levels of elaboration of ideas. Appendix Two: Interview Transcripts,
pp. 252-3, "INFORMANT: Yes„ .. sometimes ., the job ranges greatly ... but because there is
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professional autonomy seemed to preva : 1 as thirty-seven of the tifty-one decisions (approxi-

mately seventy-two percent of the sample were taken in solo mode! Moreover this pitenoin-

enon also appears to have been reflexively present in the minds of many infdirmants, The

poim ma y be confirmed by noting man explicit comments as we/las ideas implied in the

decision sample and interview data,

The interview transcript for Informant G is most interesting in this regard. This person

tendered the sample decision to change the format of the Nursing tutorials for Chemistry and

Physics. sample decision numbered ten. It is also worth noting the spread of influence this

informant held across the Learning Centre Staff Portfolios, ranging across Fngineering,

General Program, Mathematics, Economics and Accounting, and Teacher Lducation.1

Care in the selection of such articulate and cooperative informants is crucial to the

success of an ethnographic study. This is the person who offered important insights or. difficult

modes of operaton belt while trying to e\pand farther the boundaries of the unit's work into a

wider range of discipline specific depariments. " One step forward and two steps back" was

the speed required in some settings, as the remark on advances into Chemical Ftigineering,

suggested: " It probably needs, fairly won, an(,)ther half step forward".'  Politically charged

issues such as these are reserved for further space later on in this report, where furher case

study data is given interpretation and detailed comment. These are 16und in later relevant

sections (see Thesis Part Three: Decisions and Decision Making: Chapter Six).

a relationship sometimes students cal presume on that and feel that you will always be

available", where both the content and the elaborated mode of discourse show how the

informant struggles with the emerging luc[ure of difficult interpersonal work roles,

'Appendix One: Fifty-one Sampled Decisions, v, 204, decision numbered 9., the sole

occupant of its cell in Figure Five, is a ri interesting case in point. The coordinator of the

I 'earning Centre Section takes respor sibility for a highly strategic exercise in provision of

information to high level decision make .s in the university.

4Appendix One: Fifty-one Sampled Decisions, p. 204, decision numbered 10.: Appen-
dix Three: Academic Staff Areas of Skill and Interest, p. 326: Appendix Two: Interview
Transcripts, p. 275. Informant G was most helpful on political climate and related conflicts.

Issues o r boundary evansion, enclavint, and resocialisation of the innovation are most vividly

revealed in the data from this informan.,. In later sections the study will return to such data in

tine detail.

'Appendix Two: Interview Transcripts, p. 279 IC 28!.
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In conclusion to this section, soki decisions stand out as dominating the decision

making scene in this small academic unit. 'the tension revealed between solo and collabor-

ative decisions carries sonic curious dimensions of contrast. Broad context decisions carrying

short term effects seem to be absent from the minds of informains. The same holds li- group

decisions within a narrow context carrying short term effects. None of those are easily found

for listing as such. Many decisions arc highly elaborated, underlining deep professional

autonomy in the setting. There is a notable diversity of range forthcoming from informants.

In such terms. but at a surface level of analysis only, the survey has begun to answer questions

about types of decision and decision making unique to small campus units. The report now

turns to consider collaborative decisions compiled in the sample. How may these be related to

key questions and points of theory at this introductory level of stuO?

SAMPLED COLLABORATIVI, DIXESIONS: INTERPRVIATION AND ANAIYSIS

Collaborative decisions seem to be equated with long term outcomes in the minds of

informants. What form do they take? May they be grouped thematically? Do they share

common features beyond the categories imposed upon them? flow do they answer listed

research questions? How do they relate to theoretical propositions? The study of sampled

collaborative decisions calls up questions about rational, political and organisational process

approaches to decision making. Whereas sampled solo decisions may. from time to time,

touch upon deep political veins running through the organisation, it maybe assumed that

collaborative decisions invariably do so. Bradford Studies models of decision and decision

making will be used in this section to interpret and analyse the data. One illustration for each

of the three models will be drawl from the Head of Department's interview transcript. lach

will be studied as a step forward into an analysis of the sampled decisions set out in the

following pages. It will be seen in this section how Bradlbrd Studies models remain problem-

atic for this social setting. They become both illuminating and confusing for understanding

and explaining these sampled decisions in this small campus unit.

One abiding question remains throughout this section: does Bradford Studies theory

sufficiently distinguish between decisions per se, and decision making per se: between

sampled ilems as outcomes and the processes that bring them forward? It vkill be suggested
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that the tv■, ,o ideas are too closely linked up within their detailed theoretical frainewor1,-.. Items

reviewed in the present study maybe too easily classified as arising out of two or more discreet

proceSSes. This applies even to some Sampled solo decisions, notwithstanding their clear

executive and strategic import, and that hey are not "top decisions in the ti icksonian sense

of the term. So Bradford Studies theory will be found to be unhelpful as a starting point for

analysis. There arises, from the present 5.tudy, a need to move on ethnographically. The study

then proceeds, in the following Chapters Four and Five., to probe What informants themselves

have to say about decisions and decision making in the setting.

To facilitate discussion at this wint, sampled collaborative decisions arc set Out

overleaf on pages 72-4. Headings used . 1 the layout separate broad and narrow contexts, as

well as long and short term efiects., Each item is displayed with its number on the randomised

list, together with the decision title in boll type and the detailed rationale statement.

Bradford Studies Models of Decision Ma.king:

" tractable-fluid",  " familiar-constr cted" and " vortex-sporadic"

The three decision types note] in It ckson (1986a) maybe illustrated :rom the

interview transcript for Informant A, the head of the department'. The report now turns to

note in detail the grounds for placing, e centrally, but only marginally, certain powerful ideas

from Hickson et al into a broadly evolving network of theory being developed from the study.

Hicks(m's tripartite model dra y s use distinctions fOr understanding how decision

makers at the top of a wide range of o-ganisations carry Out their work. By . any reasonable

assumption, higher education organisations should be no exception in the application or the

theory. Taking on such ideas represents a further step forward and deeper into decision

making dynaiiiics. in discussions with ft formants, however, the framework was put to one side

for the data gathering phases of the s udv. This was done to avoid undue influence upon

informant response. and shallow research coding for predictable items. How to facilitate going

deeper into social process in pursuit of understandings became a central issue for the study.

'Appendix Two: Transcripts of A tdiotape Recorded Interviews, pp, 2b 5-31.
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Collaborative Small Group Decisions: Narrow Context With Long Term Effects

(3.) A decision to resolve the problem of the
air conditioner.

'11'is decision involves three people being located in
one office space fully enclosed with only a single
door outlet. In summer months there is conflict
over the use of the air-conditioner: when it is on it
causes asthma for one person: when it is off it re-
sults in headaches for the other. Hie use of a per-
sonal electric fan is no help during hot weather.
This problem should he resolved in some wa y : it is
a seas4mal problem.

(33.) A decision to employ another member of
staff to assist in running programs for business-
/law.

his decision involves a response to an increase in
demand for help from students in the faculty of
husiness/ law. In the first semester of 1991 there
was a dtkibling of enrolment in faculty programs in
business/ law i1 and 13 and a commensurate increase
in demand for support services offered by this de-
partment. Chaos occurred on stmie occasions when
booked roams were t( R) small tOr Me students wish-
ing to attend.

(14.) A decision to authorise the administrative
assistant to sign orders and requisitions.

This decision involves new and broader functions
and responsibilities heing allocated to staff tiillowing
the amalgamation process. Devolution of what were
previously regarded as higher responsibilities are
being moved down the line to support the wider
developmental work of senior decision makers.

Collaborative Small Group Decisions: Broad Context With Long Term Effects

(2.) A decision by one member of staff in the
learning centre to give to two colleagues an
outline of things to think about for the summer
school four week program.

This decision involves the requirement that after a
four week knglish language program an evaluation
session is to he held. Outline lists provide a focus
for diseussunr during the session.

(5.) A decision to redevelop a one year course
in basic chemistry: Foundation Studies Chemis-
try.

This decision involves a course that has been
running for three years. The problem concerns
bridging year studies and arises from the differing
natures of the tv,,o student groups: students without
a backgrowkl in chemistry studies (man y of whom
lack interest in the field), and they require the unit
on their way to their preferred option of non-science
studies: !Or example, business studies: students kvith
significant backgrounds in chemistry studies (many
of whom have a high interest in the field), these are
heading into science courses.
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Collaborative Small Group Decisilns: Broad Context With Long Term Effects
(Continued)

(8.) A decision to use a new system of coin
puter technology in conducting equipment
loans to students.

This decision involved realising inadequacies in t
old system. Contact was made with a colleape on
campus who had been using a system in the liter try
for the past 6 to 12 months. This system was in ./es-
tigated. The program was modified and instafle I at
the beginning of the semester.	 sing the told
system, the loans were entered manually by key

heard - date, student number, and so on. The
syitem uses menus/ windows and a bar code
sy;tent, accessed by wanding equipnie►t.

(19.) A decision to mainstream into the ye trly
cycle of programs a winter school program
recently piloted by a small group of staff in the
department.

'This detisio► involved filling a gap that existed in the
support provision to NESB students in out-of-so.-
mester programs. It proposed a model for mai erials
production and development \\Thiel] was repeatable
in a umber of discipline specific contexts. It h is
nu) three times. It was designed to allow new ;tall -
members to orient quickly to the program. L
discipline specific people could easily adapt the
package. 11 is a vocabulary extension program Lased
on the assumption that NEST3 students require
appropriate schemata for spring-boardi►g into heir
respective academic prograrw,

(46.) A decision by two members of staff in
the learning centre not to cancel classes kr
individual consultations in the final week prior
to an assignment due date; but instead to ;
classes as usual for group consultations on
CORI 1111 m problems about essays.

This decision involves an awareness of student
needs. Group consultations art considered more
equitable because there are those who V0111 ‘tep

out of ',heir skins to ask for an appoi►antent".
Sirategies for reaching shy students need to ht.
developed.

(13.) A decision to offer a new program to
students in Business I .aw A.

This decision involves running a suppleme►nary pro-
gram for students of non-f)tglish-speaking back-
ground with no background in Australian law. New
materials required will be strongly linked to lectures
given by mainstream lecturers in time subject. ('lass-
es in the department will tallow up on the lectures
and focus upon compro.Thension activities, English
language development, and note-taking skills.
I .aw:tuage development focuses upon the vocabulary
of the discipline, together with the contextualisation
of terms being studied. A discipline specific
ism is entailed.

(20.) A decision to hold a planning meeting
about a new program to be developed: five to
six week initial program offering: general
English language classes; English for academic
purposes; academic writing skills.

This decision invokes planning programs that will
meet/ match student needs with staff availability and
is very problematic. Newly appointed staff in this
department have flexibility and pracfse a s4..nifica►t
degree of autonomy in the development of pro-
grams tailored to meet the needs of their respective
client departments. They elect to take one or more
of the pro grams, considering students' needs IOr
general Intglish language programs. Balance is
needed between group cohesion (learning tligether
and from each other) and the benefits that accrue
from groNyth away from the centre, looking out-
wards to their respective client departments„



Collaborative Large Group Decisions: Broad Context With Long Term Effects

(10.) A decision made last year to change the
format of First Year Nursing Tutorials for
Chemistry and Physics.

'Fltis decision involves a cut-back in the chemistry
component ()1 the nursing course: 28 hours hack n)
18 hours per year. Mainstream lecturing could
commence half-way through the first semester. A
program was offered for the first six weeks tbr stu-
dents \vho lacked a chemistry background (head-
start program). There was a three-way communica-
tion in the process of making the decision: centre
teaching stall; nursing teaching staff; chemistry
lecturing staff. All of the orientation students are
being consulted on this matter as well.

(30.) A decision to relocate some of the EDD
staff to work on an alternative campus.

This decision involves the fact that EDI) must be
university-wide following the VW' amalgamation
process. There are now 4 campuses:
FOOTSCRAY, from Footscray Institute of
Technology; WER R I BE E, from G ilbert Chandler
Dairy Research Centre; MI ETON. an entirely new
construction, Teacher Education and TA VE; ST.
Al .BANS, from Western Institute of Technology.
We are now expected to have a presence on each
campus. What sort of presence is not }1..t clear: nei-
ther the type nor the size. Dissemination of know-
ledge and experience must occur.

(36.) A decision to develop an appropriate
layout of the new EDD facilities.

This decision involves leaving this old building and
bringing the whole Learning Centre together (in-
cluding the staff in the Peter Street Annexe) in a
new location in 1) Building; which at the moment is
empty on three levels. The preference at this stage
is for the fifth level contiguous with 'reacher Edu-
cation. Following the decision on location there will
be decisions on the physical layout. The coordinator
of the maths and science project is presently respon-
sible for surveying people's needs. 'Ihe decision has
been slipped back to August (1992).

(41.) A decision to finalise the location of
F 1)1) in the new amalgamated university.

I his decision involves locating EDD as an academic
unit within the structure of the university. It was
brought about largely because the newly appointed
Vice Chancellor was against the idea of the depart-
ment remaining as an independent unit. I here are
three options being considered: -the department
would be incorporated into Teacher Education; -the
department would he incorporated into the Student
Union; -the department would he incorporated into
an academic faculty as an independent department.
The third option would emphasise the academic
nature and functions of the department and he !mist
favourable.

Two examples from the interview transcript for Informant A illustrate powerful

variables identified in the Hickson et al theory. The tirst example outlines the informant's

growing work with occupational health students. The Ibllowing passage from the transcript

gives the data, alphanumeric codes identify the location of the item in the transcript:

MAGI I I run summer schools, bridging courses, and most of my free time now, is
spent on an individual basis with mature-age students in a remedial type
situation. So again, a little bit of serendipity, but also a working along estab-
lished routines, in sour terms working through the bureaucracy, but having the
runs on the board.
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IA62I And the final area that his just come up is occupational heakh and
safety where again I \\fas involved in a peripheral way in setting up this course_
but mainly because of my experience with mature-age nurses: they've asked MC

to look after the mature-age occupational health students in a remedial sense,
which is where I'm ofi to at three o'clock.

This tractable-f luid decision proce,,.s may be confidently labelled so, due to its congru-

ence with a certain numbe r of variables isolated in the Hickson materials (Ilicksoii, 1986a, p„

117). On the one hand, on the negative side of the scale, there is evidence ibr absence of

influences arising from the following variables: delays. impediments. required sources of

information and variability of information. The informant's confident series o: staff appoint-

ments to assistant positions backs this .ju( gement.

As if riding on a swell of funding from the national gm/eminent in Canberra, there

would be few impediments put in the wty by locals when it came to preferences exercised by

the informant in the use of such funding On the other hand, there are also positive indicators

in the following variables: " some scope for negotiation": some " formal interaction" through

meetings and committees coupled with aster decisional speeds in the form of less time taken

to reach a decision: and decisions being taken at the highest level: in this case, often directly

between the informant as head of decm'rtment and the director of the institute (1ickson: p.

117). As Hickson et al have noted, th-s decision process is " steadily paced, formally chan-

nelled, and speedy" (p. 117).

Further examples for this type of decision making may be compiled from the sample

set, as follows. From the three small group ;tons signifying narrow context with long

term effects, we may select one. Leaving aside the two matters of the air condit ioner (3.),

and the signing of orders and requisitions (14.), as decisions holding less interest at this point

of analysis, \Ate may select the emploin nil of staff to assist in running current programs (33.).

From the nine small group items sig q ifving broad context with long term effects, we

may select one. Largely covering course development matters, endemic in academic life (2., 5.,

13., & 20.), we may select as tractable • luid the mainstreaming of a successful winter program

into the yearly cycle of programs (19.1. Ali four large group items signifying broad

context with long term effects may be selected. Changing the fOrmat of tutorials (1(7.),

relocating EDI) staff to \vork on an al ernative campus (30.), developing layout of new EDF)

facilities (36.), and finalising the location of the FDD in the new amalgamated university (41.),
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may all he seen as arising out of a tractable fluid type of decision making. The process may.

well 1)e commonplace in a small unit where there is a high level of cooperation and/ or a

congruent sense of mission built up over time. The group of six items now stands as set down

for further study (33., 19., 10.. 30., 36., & 41.). But some surprising outcomes await further

analysis of these items in the light of Bradford Studies decision making theory.

By contrast, a second example identified in the interview transcript for Informant A

opens up a range of information sources by seeking them widely among extant literature and

broad academic culture. In this section of the interview Informant A outlines his decision to

draw clear conceptual boundaries around growing circles of influence in 1,- ;,11)D activities. The

following passage gives the outline:

Vtlinographer: 1A261; 1 Where did that idea come from? ... !laving student
MC ntors?
Informant: 1A261 It arose out of the environment of the times. It's part of our
holistic philosophy towards what I call intervention strategies and what I'm
trying to do is link together .
1A271 I'm trying to work on this device I call an intervention strategy model,
which talks in terms of three variables:
under learning and learning strategies; things which I have to very care fully
target: for example:
firstly, the target of the intervention-,
are v‘e looking at an individual student; a group of students; a support service
group; institution or the general community? So I am being very broad in my
definition of what is a learning centre. So it isn't just students; it can he staff,
support stall, or in fact more into the l'amilies of students.
1A281 I think we have to very carefully define what is the purpose of our
intervention: is it a remedial intervention; is it a preventative intervention,
which is in parallel with lectures; or a developmental and broadening function
involving all of those.
1A291 And finally the method of the intervention: is it myself; an agent of
myself; or an educational technology.
1A301 So what I am trying to do is take a broad picture of what it is to inter-
vene in the students' learning process.

This f amiliar-constricted decision process also closes off lines of negotiation in and

through committees and meetings. For the main line ofdecision tracks through the

informant's growing ideologies and outlooks about the nature of the field: development educa-

tion at the tertiary level. Around Informant A, at that time, was assembling a tight circle of

I ike-minded colleagues intent on reform of the system in the direction of more effective
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intervention in student work. The controlling idea about this form of decision, drawing upon

El ickson (1986a), is that the process is " trrowly channelled" (p. 1[7).

Turning now to review sampled items 'isolated fur this section of analysis. a strange

outcome arises. All six of the items ma v also he seen as arising from a familiar constricted

type of decision making. Both the employment of a new staff member to assist in running

current. programs (33.), and the mainstreaming of a successful winter program imo the yearly

ewle of programs (19.), may also arise fbm processes that are " narrowly channelled". They

may be tracked through committees aid meetings, where, despite an overtly democratic

structure, they may proceed through quite constricted lines of negotiation and communication

within such meetings. Such matters reiire further empirical confirmation. Moreover the

same may well apply to the large group items ( W.. 30., 36., & 41.). Changing format of

tutorials, relocating staff to another campus, developing an appropriate layout of facilities, and

finalising location of the unit within the itmalgamating university, stand with one foot in either

analytical category. They may all be processed through narrow channels among familiar ideas

and ideologies found in close knit persor nel.

A third example worth noting at this point derives from data taken from conversations

and observations made throughout the duration of the study. It Vk as the protracted issue of the

place and status of the UM unit in the wider developing campus, and contrasts_ again, with

the previous two examples given above As well as taking form in the researcher's ethno-

graphic journal the item emerged in the sampled group as item number forty-one (above).

The EDI) began life as a service (lepartment, without the status of being widely accepted as a

full academic department: with powers to independently develop and accredit courses. 'rile

head of department often expressed his concern to work towards the acceptance of the LDI)

as an academic department on the campus. This vortex-sporodic de( ision process

displayed all of the listed characteristics in classical form (Hickson et al)„ As amalgamation of

campuses got under way in the Australian higher education context, all members of the FI)l)

showed concern about what the future g eld for their own newly developing department. The

sources of information about progress in the decision varied across levels of expertise: and

variability in confidence about such i tformation was high. Much information circulating

among informants about this issue came from personal contacts: and there were seemingly

interminable delays and i mpediments said to be put up from a range of points that blocked

attempts to come to finalised certainties,



The researcher kept well away from this decision, making no attempts to gather formal

data on the topic. It was too " hot" to handle at that time: too political in its implications. If

the researcher had networked widely among academics outside the con tines of the

seeking out opinions about its proper status and future on the campus, the resulting

information may have compromised the growing relations within the field work site. In such

ways are researchers held in by boundaries about what is permissible, and what is not. But the

very constrictions themselves speak volumes to us about the power of the social processes we

are trying to probe. The controlling idea for this vortex-sporadic form of decision

process. given in the literature, is that it is characteristically " informally spasmodic and

protracted" (Ilickson, 1986a. p. 117).

All six decision items reviewed above may also be placed in this third category. Given

differing political circumstances among academic units, the matters for decision could Nell he

seen to hold much political heat. From the employment of new staff and the mainstreaming

of successful programs, to tutorial format change, relocation of staff, layout development, and

post amalgamation location:, all such matters may become " informally spasmodic and

protracted". Case studies may be mounted to confirm further the process for each of these

interesting decision items. But what would be the point?

A commonplace idea in social research warns against the futility of going all the way

around the world to count the cats in Zanzibar. It underlines how research is more than mere

intelligence-gathering. It is no small irony for the present study that the researcher, to this

point, has found that one may be over busy counting the Zanzibarian cats of decisional forms

while remaining only within the boundaries of one's own mind: processing data from the first

selected informant in one small social setting very close to home. As a starting point for

analysis, Bradford Studies theory now seems called into question.

Bradford Studies Models of Decision Making:

Problematic Outcomes Cause Realignments in Developing  Focus on Data:

Views about a three-fold range of decision processes derived from the Bradford studies

give a nominal explanatory framework to issues that were to surface from time to time during

the later data-gathering phases of the study. It is one thing to know that these forms of
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decision making exist. It is quite a different task, however, to try to Hid out why and •.ow they

develop as they do. Why do people like the Vice-Chancellor, or the Dean, or the (lead of a

Department seem to deliberately muddy the water about certain issues (and not others) and

so start the process off toward vortex-sporadic oevelopment? Is it done deliberately, or nor?

Is it typically about certain sorts of issues, and not about others?

In the analytical discussion of data and findings in social research, significance cannot

always be equated with congruence. The fact that there is clear congruence between

theoretical and data details may not amount to very much in the long run. Glancing ahead in

this section of the report., it may be seen how, in two contrasting interviews reviewed below in

Chapters Six and Seven, those from Informants G and 1), a Dahrendornan point of view is

given theoretical support. This comes about through a detailed picture of the politically

prob l ematic nature of the empirical research setting based upon inkgmants' input. At that

later point in the accumulating analysis, through exploration of polar opposite constructs

discernible in data compiled from info' mains' interview transcripts, the loci of legitimation

begin to emerge in places which belie	 : cksonian tripartite theory.

A need for re-assessment of he way forward now begins to emerge from this

discussion., Given problems in the lines of theory discussed so far. where. then, lie the grounds

of decision? Where. and how are de( isions initiated and formed in this particular social

context? Two analytical problems now .,cem to dominate the inquiry. The first is the growing

place of the researcher in the calculus of data theory, in particular, how the researcher's owl

biases have influenced probes and outcomes in the interviews and their charts. The second is

the increasing presence and status accorded to dialectical conflict theory in this study: now a

well established issue in focal theory. For this way of seeing how social dynamics take shape

and hold force now begins to offer Vs out of an analytical dead-end. This has developed

around inabilities in received theory to draw useful distinctions between where decisions in this

higher education social context maybe -men to be born and where they may not.

Before leaving this brief introduction to the sampled decisions. we may note the

possibilities fig further research questions arising from patterns of data in Figure Five above.

kmpty cells in the charts are as interesting as occupied cells. blow might one proceed to

collect more sampled decisions that wil occupy the empty cells?

One answer for collaborative la ge and small group items would be to scan the work of

commthees and their published mater i als. This activity would certainly garner sample iitems.



But there are problems. Some committees operate as the chairpersons rubber stamp li p

-decisions already formed and brought to the agenda. Others do this for certain strong

members not in the chair. How may decisions be sorted? How may research separate those

processed piecemeal from those modified by committee process? Are there grades of

modification?

Although important, such work would still not satisfy curiosity about decisions taken

outside the formal committee structure. For example, are there large group collaborative

decisions taken for narrow context short term outcomes outside of the committees? For this

to occur one would need to imagine a large network of academics coming to agreement on

some quite fluid and tractable matter. Imagine a faculty forum or academic department

deliberating upon a matter which involves a small group dealing with short term decisional

content. Perhaps, more frequently, in academic circles, by contrast with industry circles, the

small group would be told to go away, deliberate, and report hack. The lines of contact would

need to be open and clear. Where might one go on campus to seek out such decision making

events? Such highly problematic research work may well point to a useful direction for the

future.

In this chapter section certain basic research questions have been partly answered.

The reader may now scan backwards through the displayed sampled items Ibr a picture of

sampled decisions from one small academic unit. Decision items sampled have been shown to

display diversity of executive, strategic and professional content. Clark's point about proles-

sional independence is well substantiated. Although discretion is seen to be confirmed, much

yet remains to be considered about the nature and attributes of such discretion. Ideas about

" mystery ridden" decisional settings are beginning to emerge as items are seen to be illusive of

clear categorisation in terms of Bradford Studies decision making theory. Questions of how

decisions are made, who is included and excluded, the attendant circumstances, are now more

clearly prepared for further analytical work. How do key informants themselves view the

process and its outcomes? How may the researcher's own presence in the setting have

influenced outcomes? The sections that follow move more deeply into such questions.
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CHAPTFR FOUR: 11 IL l'IRST ITEM PILL SORT:

THEMATIC ANALYSIS

THREE THEMES EMERGENT EARLY IN THE DATA GATIIERING PROCESS

Nor to moving forward through analysis of pile sort data derived from discussions with

the Head of the Departmem, it is useful to return to the earliest interview contact to review

some key ideas which led into the opening of the data gathering phases of the study. As a

close review of the transcript of the Mai 1987 audio-taped interview reveals, the Head of the

Department (Informant :A) was willing to detail very clearly his philosophy and plans fOr

development of the EDD. 1 It is important to note how there are clear directions in purpose

and outlook for the developing department in remarks made in the interview. One emmple is

the following:

So I'm making the department, _.)artly through me, personally, and through my
lecturers and tutors, become in integral part of the learning process for
identifiable groups of students: mature-age nurses; mature-age occupational
health people; English-as-a-second--language students and students of written
and oral communication: all in sonic way, have, as a component of their
course, a visit to EDD or a visit 'rout 1:.',1)D to them!

Such remarks contrast,h0 ,A/ever, with clearly articulated "gre y areas" in which the

political stakes and stands of actors yet remained to be fought out. The ibllowing exemplifies

'Appendix Two: Interview Transcripts, pp. 224-7: "INFORMANT: I would talk in terms
of efficiency and effectiveness which we the catch words of the da y .	 There are problems

• there are some students who demand to see me !personally' and if I refer them to the
centre. they get a little bit upset", presnts a graphic account by an actor sharing the details
and the drama °fa vision.

'Appendix Two: Interview Transcripts, 2, 226-7.



Ihis significant outlook: " around that time, there is a bit ()la grey area When he Ithe

previous Ill.ad of the department, not interviewed for this report I WaS away on leave and I Was

brought in as acting head and al/ that sort of business . , .

The politically charged dramaturgy of the interview setting, develops in the opening

paragraph, The remarks get right down to the milieu and the politics. Reterences to

taxonomic details outlined in a scratch diagram clarify elements in the conflict. The informant

mentions moves for support for local area primary and secondary schools, such moves

"underpinning the philosophy of the whole department

The interview opens with what maybe argued as the main problematic locus of

interest in the mind of the HOD. Ile outlines the development of the learning centre idea

and its relations with other parts of the department and with the wider environment.

Attention then turns to other backdrop "givens," such as the audio-visual functions of the

department. These facilities have continued to develop. and now figure as a solid backdrop to

the more innovative and volatile student support through academic skills development: "This

is almost a brand-new initiative 'the learning centre' started in 'eighty-five: CrEC funded:

and we developed it really from scratch. And then things like ISL, Basic Science, Mathemat-

ics ... 'within the learning centre'"?

A recollection or the interview recalls images of academic small-talk culture, Ideas

\\ere scratched out over diagrams and sketches. Anecdotes developed about the serendipitous

nature of developments, often laced with legendary tales of moves made and won or lost.

There develops, in the interview transcript, a sense of the urgent and complex nature of the

enterprise. In response to the question about decisions at council level, the Ibllowing passage

reveals important elements: " INFORMANT: Very little I think, The Council were

notified later".'

The remarks warrant close interpretations, for they bring together three significant

factors:

`Appendix Two: Interview Transcripts, p. 217,

4Appendix Two: Interview Transcripts, p. 216.

'Appendix Two: Interview Transcripts, p. 216.

`Appendix Two: Interview Transcripts, p. 218.
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the existing head 01 depar merit seeing his career elsewhere;

the environment of uncer ainty and turbulence in educational develop--
II-lent work:

the highly political context of participation and equity funding.

The answer obtained fails to sound final in its composition. Clearly. even at this early point in

the data gathering process. many areas of explanation would beckon further inquiry for

adequate answers about process.

Three distinct themes emerged n the brief analysis recorded in the transcrN at this

point:

stakes and stands as conceptualised by Allison and other commentators
(Allison, 1969, 1971; l3aldridge. 1971),

the diminishing power of standord operating procedures ("SOPs') as a
perceived reduced sense of purNse by actors in Canberra, operating in the
field nationally (Allison, 1969, 1971);

values maximisation a.s• a ra'ional actor ploy in the pursu i t of organiza-
tional development and strength (Allison, 1969, 1971).

"The idea of decision is a theory" writes Christensen (1976), encapsulating the central notion

of the essence of ultimate decision as remaining " impenetrable to the observer," and

mysterious even to those who may be most intimately involved." as was remarked by Presi-

dent John F. Kennedy and tecorded as ;I touch-stone idea in Allison (1971).

The following remark lays hold of a similar sense of my tery in decision maki ig:

Putting those three things in the inciting pot, and having my position as
coordinator of the participation and equity scheme going then . it just seemed
to be a sort of a natural step fo the directorate to ask me to move into D Ei D.
So it was at the . at the assistant director . as the final lever
in this: and it didn't requi:e_on act of council. The council were
notified later leinphasis addedI:

'Appendix Two: Interview Trans( ripts, p. 218.



Ii V1,-as such sorts ()1 ambiguities and tacitly held obscurities that drove the researcher on at this

point.

Moreover, the following interchange brings out an overriding political context liar this

central process of events. Running with the notion of support given and accepted at certain

strategic levels in the organization, a further probe in that direction gets this result:

FTI I NOG R API I FR : So, in actual fact, this shows a lot of support at a very
high level.
INFORMANT: Yes. That is one of the reasons why the department has done
well over the last couple or years. Not only the acting director, but at
least Iwo of the heads of school, and several of the heads of depart-
meats are all very supportive of the things Ire are doing !emphasis
added I.
It does have lull support of the council as well, although they were not the
initiators!

It was becoming clear at this point that decision making in this unit would oiler an

opportunity for observing processes below the level of " top": a locus fOr important literature

on decision making to date, in particular, the Bradford studies' materials (Hickson et al, 1981,

1986a , 1986b. II ick so n , 1987).

What were the prospects here for testing this body of theory in higher education

settings? If such sorts of developments as the [1)1) could take place outside the direct ambit

of a council and its lbrmal deliberations, then what was the nature of the process, and how

best could it be researched?

"HIL ITINI PILL SOR'I a PROCLDURE

Alongside the more unstructured inquiries made with informants in this study, the

sampled decision data has been given a more structured treatment. Domain clarification,

carried out over a long period at the beginning of the data gathering phase, moved the field or

'Appendix Two: Interview Transcripts, p. 218-19.
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inquiry into those sampled decisions wl . ieh in fitmnants were able to offer from their current

fields of concern?

The process began with item free listing. The researcher noted both strengths and

weaknesses in the process as outlined ir Weller (1988, p. 16). But certain points need to be

takeu critically. One significant point about item free-listing given by Weller, cultural

relevance of concepts and domain", se emed to be well in evidence in the listed sampled

decisions: A second point given, howev( r, " case and naturalness of task completion", was not

so evident in a number of cases. Some informants gave worthwhile items only after a period

of gentle interrogation by the researcher

Accordingly, against the advice of Weller, informant ease and naturalness in a free

listing or pile sort task may well be misleading. Criteria for successful research remain much

more problematic. If "ease and naturalness in a free listing task" are held in the forefront of

the lone researcher's mind, confidence maybe undermined when informants fail to produce

data immediately and fluently. Emerg ng Ilion] the present study is a concept of invisibility

associated with key social properties, Informants seem to remain unaware of certain key

elements in the social environment: in the present case, examples of specific decisions which

are currently " in the air" but not readily available through fluent articulation.

Weller's outline of imperfectiors in item free listing may 'Nell be equally misleading.

Criteria given look to fluenc y and volubi ity of item production as signs of successful outcomes:

Sometimes it is difficult to find approprate generic terms to start the listing process or
lists may not be productive (lists -ire too sparse) (p. 16).

Such criteria remain demandingly probl mlatic. The lone researcher may well be hemmed in

by psychological constraints about movir g forward into a new field work site: trying to develop

both ideas about a problem and helpful personal relations among new informants.

Weller (1988) goes on to give ctait and useful guidelines on conducting unconstrained

item pile sorts, the next structural step tp from item free-listing. Figure(_A (see be low, over

page), indicates how Inlbrinant A sorted a pile of twenty-one cards taken from the randomised

Appendix One: Fifty-One Samplcd Decisions, pp. 201-14

(} Appendix One, Fifty--One Sa tipled Decisions, for one example of- the process:
Informant K: Academic Staff: Media Studies, pp. 317-22.



set. Informant A accumulated live separate item piles and gave clear comments upon each,

The categories are headed with his labels at the top of the chart, and his comments are

recorded beside the piles. Item piles differed markedly in quantities of cards. Following

Weller," the informant, rather than the researcher" chose which attributes of decisions would

be used to determine similarities and differences (p. 20).

Informant A: Descriptive Responses to Item Pile Sort Activity

The following outlines the process by which Informant A made comments upon the

lirst decision sample item pile sort from randomised sampled decision cards (see below,

overleaf, Figure Six). Some descriptive comment is now given for each category in turn in

order to build the argument. No attempt is made, at this point, to give analytical comment

upon outcomes. Such discussion follows the descriptive task that now begins.

Category one: morale and support. Category one on the chart comprises one item: a

decision by one member of staff to approach another for mentor support in a study program

on an outside campus (see below, p. 88). It is a professionally important item, as it fails

directly to guild community issues and the support for morale available to members of the

11)D. Informant A comments as follows:

This decision underpins morale and the on-going development of staff. It involves two

stall members on a matter outside of the direct, . . central area of the department:

In terms of domain development, these comments raised a distinction between " matters

outside and inside the direct, central concerns of the department". Although this decision item

Vsla S compiled by another member of stall, the informant was able to identify the two stall

members involved in the decision.

Citegor_y two: structural decisions, Category two on the chart comprises live items: all

decisions in which resources as objects and commodities are being moved into the direct line

of people responsible for their care and use (see below, pp. 88, 89). Informant A is clear on
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the	 o reference for this category. His remarks relegate such decisions t(„) a lo8wr level

in tile normal scale of (Teta

"Ink group -- is something, to do 1\ith the structural decisions allecT,ing the department --
the receptionist signing orders cic., etc, These arc sort of second order things which
help the department to run.

hi teens of domain developinent, these COITII11;1tS 110W introduce a distinction bemeen " first

order matters" and " second order ma ters" which help the department to run. A further

C01111111 WU introduces the idea of structure:

1 hey are structural type decisions. Well, in the case of Building 1), the proposed
lawut is very much a structural ming. I doesn't matter \\here Ewa do our \A01 . k - where
we are doesn't affect what we do but this would assist it, iia good decision were
made. So it is a second order th.lg.

There arc 11 )w developing certain signiti,:ant domain distinctions: matters outside and inside of

the direct central concerns of the department: first order matters and second order matters

which help the department io run ., struc oral type decisions and non-structural type decisions,

Categor .y_three: advertisement. Category three comprises one item: the decision to

send a memo to higher decision make's throughout the campus to inform all people about

El)) roles, functions and resources (se( belov,. p.89). InlOrmalt A remarked as 1011ow

The third category is in the at-ea olak yertisement. It seemed to stand out from the
others. Clearly different from lie structural decisions. clearly different from that one
Icategory one I.

Thc informant added remarks which !cemed to see this move as promoting "owl ship of

functions and development of specilk esponsibilitics", Although may look a central

concern to an observer, Inlbrmant A mows  it to one side with the li.)IIo\ving comment:

These are decisions which cono-rn our relations with t he wider university They belong

more to an administrative categ,.-Tv.,
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FIGURE SIX: PILE SORT DATA:
FIRST DECISION SAMPLE FROM RANDOMISED ITEMS
INFORMANT A (Head of the Department)

CATEGORY TWO:
STRUCTURAL DECISIONS

CATEGORY ONE:
MORALE AND SUPPORT

A decision by one member of staff
to approach another member of

staff in the department to act as
mentor for the purposes of
guidance in studies for the
Graduate Diploma in Education
undertaken in another institute.

This decision involves pressure
for increasing qualifications,

together with a request by
lecturers conducting the course
that students seek a mentor as
part of course requirements. The

mentorship was readily agreed to
by a colleague in the EDD.

A decision by the receptionist
to record more detail in

photographic orders taken in
reception.

This decision involves three
columns of information compiled

on photographic orders taken in
the reception area of the
Department: date of order;
cusotmer's name; order type:
develop and print; colour
slide; enlargement; re-print;

or black and white film.
Should film go astray at Kodak,
these sorts of details are

requested to assist in the
search.	 Internal requisitions

for payment may be processed
more accurately on the basis of
this information.

"This decision UNDERPINS MORALE and

the on-going development of staff.

It involves two staff members on a

matter outside of the direct (if you

like), the direct, central area of the

department."

A decision to authorise the
administrative assistant to sign
orders and requisitions.

This decision involves new and
broader functions and responsib-
ilities being allocated to staff

following the amalgamation
process.	 Devolution of what

were previously regarded as

higher responsibilities are
being moved down the line to
support the wider developmental
work of senior decision makers.
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A decision by one member of staff
in media studies to list the
tasks/functions/responsibilities

to be taken alone by a member of
staff new to the department.

This decision involves an
assessment of the complexities of

particular jobs such as
photography shoots: "one-off"
jobs.	 Typical complexities are:

number of people required; amount
of equipment; type of equipment
such as colour/black-and-white;
the nature of the final product;
the target audience of the
material produced. The newcomer's

prior knowledge of the client and

the task/equipment will influence

allocation to sole responsibility
for the job. In the case of this

newcomer, a drift is taking place

towards increasing responsibility
with increasing experience and

expertise.
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A decision to compile ideas for

planning the layout of the
reception area in the proposed
new location of the EDD in
Building D.

This decision involves a
directive to begin thinking
about the ideal layout in the
new location. There has been no
further exchange of information
at this point.	 Requests will
probably be for:

a larger area to rectify
the present cramped

conditions, especially when
the area is being used by
two or three people at
once;

better overnight security
for the cash register and

other valuables kept in the

area: retention of present
items of equipment:
computer, printer, type-
writer, etc.
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A decision by one member of

staff in media studies to

allocate personnel to a

particular job on the St. Albans
Campus.

This decision involves a

response to a request for a
photographic session from the
St. Albans campus.	 Diary
entries required cnecking for

times available.	 A discussion
was required on who will go.	 It
was decided that two people
would go and that the following

Tuesday afternoon would be the
time.	 Film and equipment were
selected.	 The car was booked.

FIGURE SIX: PILE SORT DATA (CONTINUED):
FIRST DECISION SAMPLE FROM RANDOMISED ITEMS

INFORMANT A (Head of the Department)

CATEGORY TWO (CONTD.):
STRUCTURAL DECISIONS

CATEGORY THREE:
ADVERTISMENT

	 I)

A decision to send a memo to
all deans and heads of

departments offering to
address new staff to inform
them of EDD's role on the

Footscray campus.

This decision involves the
streamlining of communication
and the incorporation of
support staff more closely
into the central functions of
the department.	 A skills
development opportunity for
support staff is being

utilised, with the intention
of optimising ownership of
functions and development of
specific responsibilities.

Both support and feedback to
support staff on their work

roles and functions will be
enhanced.

"These are decisions which

concern our relations with

the wider university.

They belong more to an

ADMINISTRATIVE category."

"These are SECOND-ORDER THINGS which help the

department to function."



FIGURE SIX: PILE SORT DATA (CONTINUED):
FIRST DECISION SAMPLE FROM RANDOMISED ITEMS
INFORMANT A (Head of the Department)

CATEGORY FOUR:
TEACHING AND LEARNING ASPECTS AND SITUATIONS (SEE ALSO CATEGORY FIVE)

HOW TO DO THINGS: HOW WE WILL CHANGE THINGS (SEE ALSO OPPOSITE PAGE)

A decision by one member of staff

in media studies to adopt and

develop a consultative,
collaborative, and interactive

approach to photographing a
client.

This decision involves a departure
from traditional methods of work

which proceed by attempting to
find out what the client wants.
Quite often the client does not
know what they want. The new
approach uses consultation in
which alternatives are offered for

consideration by the client,

leading to a final decision on the
nature of the image made by the
practising photographer.

"These decisions (along

with category five) are

to do with THE CENTRAL

CONCERNS of the department,

that is, the teaching and

learning situations.

But I have separated them

because they are slightly

different sorts of

decisions. One is talking

about how to do things -

how we will change the

format of tutorials in

chemistry and physics -

how we do it.

Category five decisions are

about who will do it - setting

the staff in place."
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A decision made last year to change

the format of First Year Nursing
tutorials for Chemistry and

Physics.

This decision involves a cut-back
in the chemistry component of the
nursing course: 28 hours back to
18 hours per year. Mainstream

lecturing could commence half-way
through the first semester. 	 A
program was offered for the first
six weeks for students who lacked

a chemistry background (head-start

program).	 This would allow
mainstream lecturers to deal more
quickly with revision of basic
concepts. There was a three-way
communication in the process of
making the decision: centre
teaching staff; nursing teaching

staff; chemistry lecturing staff.
All of the orientation students
are being consulted on this matter

as well.

A decision by two members of staff

in the learning centre not to
cancel classes for individual

consultations in the final week
prior to an assignment due date;
but instead to hold classes as
usual for the purpose of group
consultations on common problems

about essays.

This decision involves an
awareness of student needs. Group

consultations are considered more

equitable because there are those
who "won't step out of their skins
to ask for an appointment".

Strategies for reaching shy
students need to be developed.
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FIGURE SIX: PILE SORT DATA (CONTINUED):
FIRST DECISION SAMPLE FROM RANDOMISED ITEMS

INFORMANT A (Head of the Department)

CATEGORY FOUR (CONTD.):
THE TEACHING AND LEARNING ASPECTS AND SITUATIONS (SEE ALSO CATEGORY FIVE)

HOW TO DO THINGS: HOW WE WILL CHANGE THINGS (SEE ALSO OPPOSITE PAGE)
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A decision by one member of
staff in the learning centre
shorten initial consultation
times with students commencing
their preparations for essays

and assignments.

This decision involves the neel
to make students aware of what
the process should involve and

what it should not involve.
Students usually come to this
decision themselves after some

discussion of the process of w)rk
preparation recommended by the
learning centre.
Longer consultations are best
taken after the student has
completed a number of early dat.a
gathering activities.
Lengthy consultations at the
start of the process tend to lo?
counter-productive.

A decis i on by one member of staff
in the learning centre to give to

certain students photocopied
handout materials relevant to

assignments in their programs.

This decision involves an
wareness of certain students'

needs. Photocopies of chapters
in books are provided tc overcome

peak time emptying of library

shelves prior to certair
assignments.	 Certain categories
of students are at risk in this

situation.	 Often overseas
students become panicked at the
situation being out of control.

The provision of these materials

does not by-pass the stcdent's
own research. They have already
searched and found the yhleves

empty.

A decision to compile materials
on a program: its promotion,

administration, delivery and
follow-up.
In addition, a summary sheet:

model; elements; all the
"in-house" publications of the
learning centre.

This decision involves
preparation for a one hour
meeting with the vice-chancellor

and the dean of the faculty of
Human Development. There is a

need to produce something

convincing on paper: to
demonstrate rather than to state
the message, and to provide, a

set of materials which is a
forceful argument for the wide-
ranging and comprehensive nature
of the work of the department.
Format is an issue: to show how
approximately 10% of work iE
within media studies, while 90T
of work is within the area of
the learning centre.
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A decision by one member of staff
in the learning centre to
rewrite/extend/expand the course

material in nursing (bridging

studies)

This decision invclves an earlier

agreement to run the course again
this year and a desire by the
member of staff to continue to
work on its development.

"I would have to think more about THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN, for example, THE SELECTION

OF WHO and THE SELECTION OF WHAT was going to be done. There may be parallels across

both that I can link up. And so the relationship between these decisions [category

four] and these decisions [category five] could well be linear - no, not linear -

consequential (see p.288 for further comment and discussion)."
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FIGURE SIX: PILE SORT DATA (CONTINUED):
FIRST DECISION SAMPLE FROM RANDOMISED ITEMS
INFORMANT A (Head of the Department)

CATEGORY FIVE:
THE TEACHING AND LEARNING ASPECTS AND SITUATIONS (SEE ALSO CATEGORY FOUR)

WHO WILL DO THINGS: SETTING THE STAFF IN PLACE (SEE ALSO OPPOSITE PAGE)

A decision by one member of
staff in the learning centre
to agree to consult on a
series of assignments with a
third year student whose work
is in a different discipline
area.

This decision involved the
student making an approach to
EDD and the member of staff
being nominated.	 During
discussions with the co-ordin-
ator of academic skills and
language learning, it was
revealed that the member of
staff usually responsible for
students in the discipline
area concerned was fully
booked.

A decision to employ another
member of staff to assist in
running programs for business/
law

This decision involves a
response to an increase in
demand for help from students
in the faculty of business/
law.	 In the first semester of
1991 there was a doubling of
enrolment in Faculty programs
in business/ law A and B and a
commensurate increase in
demand for support services
offered by this department.
Chaos occurred on some
occasions when booked rooms
were too small for the
students wishing to attend.
There was discussion within
the department [EDD] concern-
ing the appointment of another
member of staff. It seemed
that there would be funding
available.

A decision to hold a planning
meeting about a new program to be
developed. Students' needs and
interests and their availability;
availability; and learning centre
staff availability and interests
will be discussed to establish a
five to six week initial program
offering: general English
language classes; English for
academic purposes; academic
writing skills.

This decision involves planning
programs that will meet/ match
student needs with staff avail-
ability and is very problematic.
Newly appointed staff in this
department have flexibility and
practise a significant degree of
autonomy in the development of
programs tailored to meet the
needs of their respective client
departments. They elect to take
one or more of the programs,
considering students' needs for
general English language
programs. Balance is needed
between group cohesion (learning
together and from each other) and
the benefits that accrue from
growth away from the centre
looking outwards to their
respective client departments.
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FIGURE SIX: PILE SORT DATA (CONTINUED):
FIRST DECISION SAMPLE FROM RANDOMISED ITEMS

INFORMANT A (Head of the Department)

CATEGORY FIVE (CONTD.):
THE TEACHING AND LEARNING ASPECTS AND SITUATIONS (SEE ALSO CATEGORY FOUR)

WHO WILL DO THINGS: SETTING THE STAFF IN PLACE (SEE ALSO OPPOSITE PAGE)

A decision by one member of
staff in the learning centre to
agree to teach in the Community

Health nursing course in October
this year (now April)

This decision involved the head

of department walking in to speak
and giving a reminder of last

year's course.	 He asked if it
was enjoyed.	 The reply was yes.
He asked if it could be done

again.	 The reply was yes.	 He
gave the commencement date: 6th

October. The member of staff
diaried the date.

"And this is really what. I am doing this morning.

I'm starting to think about putting a new staff

member on. We have SET WHAT WE ARE DOING

(category four decisions). We are [now] going to

SELECT THE PERSON to fit into it. So it is very

much this way [indicating the cards showing

category four IN LINEAR ORDER before category

five]."

A decision by one member of
staff in the learning centre to
agree to take a "class talk"
class during the following week.

This decision involves two other

members of staff who appeared by
the desk of the decision maker

and explained the circumstances

and how it might/might not be

necessary to run the classes. An
agreement was made.

A decision by one member et
staff in the learning centre to

give to two colleagues an outline

of things to think about for the
summer scnool four week program.

This decision involves the
requirement that after a four
week English language procram an
evaluation session is to to held.
Outline lists provide a fccus for
discussion during the session.

A decision to discuss with a
member of the teaching staff in

the department the idea of a
short course (three to five
days) for engineering students.

This decision involves meeting

current areas of need.
Engineers recently reported well

on a short course in essay

writing.	 However it is felt

tnat a course could be

constructed that is more
tailored to their needs:
technical writing;

structuring of materials:

abstracts/ headings, sub-

headings/ engineering conven-
tions in referencing, presenta-

tion styles, nomenclature.

A related decision is whether a

pilot program could be conducted
for current post-graduate
students in the mid-year break.
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In terms of domain development, this category introduces ideas about " matters concerning

advertisement 'about roles, functions and resources' and relations of these ideas to administra-

tion".

Categories four and live: the teaching and learning aspects and situations. Categories

four and live were considered to be interactively linked by Informant A. Together they

comprised fourteen items, se N, n in Category Four and seven in Category Live (see above,

pp. 90-3). Those in category !bur concerned changes in the ways that in forMailtS Were carrying

out roles and functions: preparing materials for class, ways of approaching clients, and

scheduling meetings with students. Those in categor y live concerned meetings and schedulings

to direct staff members towards certain new areas of work. Comment began as follows:

Now these two categories 'looking beyond to categories four and five., by way of
comparison, I actually would have put a bridge over as they are to do with the
central concerns of the department, that is, the teaching and learning situations,
But I've separated them into columns because it seems to me that they are slightly
di 11Crent sorts or decisions.

At this point comments became reflectively tentative as the problem of categorisation was

clarilied further:

One ^iaa category 'bur' is talking about -- how to do things -- how we will change the
format of tutorials in chemistry and physics - how we do it. So, it's almost like now.
I'm not putting this well, but different from category five - which is almost who will do

it type stuff, This [item in category five' is setting the staff in place. This 'item in

category iOurl is setting processes in place: that might be the best way to put it. Who

will teach the community health nursing course - in category live. Whereas how we
will teach is a category four.

[merging at this point were the rollowing domain distinctions: decisions within the central

concerns of the department, which are superordinate to two pairs of categories: decisions on

how we will do things coupled with decisions on how we will change things: and decisions on

who will dt things coupled with decisions on setting the staff inplace, Such domain distinc-

tions are outlined in headings across the top of the charts (see above, pp. 88-93).
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CATEGORY ONE

"MORALE AND SUPPORT"

, To make an approach to
another member of staff
for mentor support in
further academic studies.
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FIGURE SEVEN: PILE SORT DATA
FIRST DECISION SAMPLE: PATTERN IN THE SORTED PILES

INFORMANT A: (Head of the Department)

CATEGORY TWO

"STRUCTURAL DECISIONS"

* To record more detail in
photographic orders taken.

* To authorise admin. assis-
tant to sign orders and
requisitions.

* To list tasks/ functions/
responsibilities for a

new member of staff.
* To compile ideas for new

reception area layout.

* To allocate personnel to
a particular job on
another campus.

CATEGORY THREE

"ADVERTISEMENT"

* To send a memo tc all
cleans and heads of
departments to offer to
address new staff on EDD
roles and functions on
the Footscray campus.

"Decisions within the central
concerns of the department"

CATEGORY FOUR

"HOWTOADHOTHI ANZ LEH AO:NITNOGMAKE ECCTHSANGES'4	

* Tc adopt a collaborative approach
tc photographing clients.

* Tc change the format of First Year
Nursing tutorials in physics and
chemistry.

* Tc hold classes as usual and not tc
cancel them prior to assignment

submissions.
* Tc shorten initial consultation

times with students commencing

assignment work.
* To give to certain students photo-

copied handout materials relevant

to their assignments.
* To rewrite/ extend/ expand course

materials in nursing (bridging

studies).

* To compile detailed materials on a

program together with an outline o'
all "in-house" EDD publications for
a meeting with the Vice-Chancellor

CATEGORY FIVE

o"TEACHING AND LEARNING ASPECTS"

"WHO WILL DO THINGS: SELECTING STAFF

* To agree to consult on a series of
assignments with a student from a
different discipline area.

* To hold a planning meeting about 2
new program to be developed:
learning centre staff availability
and interests will be reviewed.

* To employ another member of staff to
assist in programs in business/law.

* To agree to teach in the community
health nursing course in October.

* To agree to take a "class talk"
class during the following week.

* To give to two colleagues an outline
of things to consider for the

summer school four week program.

* To discuss with a member of the
teaching staff in the department the

idea of a short course for engineer-

ing students.

"The decision on WHO comes slightly before

the decision on WHAT. FIVE would come

before FOUR. Now that would be starting a

department from scratch. IT COULD WELL BE

THE OTHER WAY, IF WE HAD A ROLE TO PLAY

AND WE WERE SELECTING MEMBERS. So the

department that is running would go like

this [shifts them around so that category

four comes before category five]. And this

is how we are going to do things [category

four]: we will select someone to fit into

that program [category five]."



Informant A. AnalyticalResponses to Item Pile Sort Activity

Further comment by Informant A at this point is worth considering because it brings

out how an interaction gets under way between these two central categories. In social research

generally, it is to the mundane and ordinary recurrent actions of individuals and groups that

we must turn lOr data gathering and analysis. This one instance, one articulate in formailt

cluster of responses to a discrimination task given at the heart of the professional setting,

serves not to act as a basis for generalisation to all other such settings. It serves, rather, as a

departure point into further inquiries which try to see how relations between parts of . a

coherent system make sense only to each other, and how "the system itself Imakes sense I only

in relation to other institutional systems, as part of a wider set of relations" (I'A-ram-Pritchard.

t965, p.I 112). We may follow along with InfOrmant A as he grapples further with trying to

understand how his profession works and how he recurrently tries to solve its problems:

A decision made last year to change the format of first year nursing tutorials for
chemistry and physics - now that is a decision about how we will carry out a certain
tutorial function.
Whereas the decision to emplo y another member of staff to assist in running programs
for business/ law, is who will do it. I was trying to separate those two categories [lour
and five]. They both come under the umbrella of our central concerns.

At this point the researcher suggested an alternative grid for arranging the categories to allow

for more than one discrimination down the side as well as along the top. Informant A

responded by arranging the categories into a somewhat multi-dimensional pattern represented

by Figure Seven (see above, over page). Piles of cards are scattered around the table in a

more " structural" sort of relationship, as indicated graphically on the chart.

Comment upon the new arrangement became Cmussed upon how categories four and

live interacted to Ibrm their own coherent system:

I would have to think more about the relationship between, (iv example, the selection
of who and the selection of what was going to be done. There may well be parallels
across here that I can link up. And so the relationship between these decisions
Icategory four' and these decisions (category five I could well be linear no, not linear --
consequential.
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Analytical discussion further along in this section will return to Informant A's reference to

linearity at this point. 1.Thearity, or sequence, in decisions and decision making, now emerge as

clearly problematic in this study. Later on in his commentary, Informant A brings out how

linearity may get collapsed in a conside'ation of how piles of cards maybe arranged and re-

arranged to try to represent actual cat.' i;a1 relations in the decision making processes  being

studied.

It is sufficient, at this point, to note how clearl y articulated the research problem

becomes in the hands of this busy professional:

For example, if we decided on a certain staff member to assist in the programs in
business law, then one of these decisions might be affected.
ILthnographer: "So some might Pe precursors to others" I

-- that's right, yes. It's a bit hard to think of all of these at this stage. but 1 could sec a
relationship like that 'turns the groups of cards lbr categories four and five on their
sides!: quite easily, if we were sta rting a department from scratch.

This remark, starting the department from scratch, brings out the point of change idea which

lies at the heart of this research report. EDD, along with other units making up its

network of connections to the wider campus and the world beyond, functions continuidly at the

point of change, and members of staff constantly reflect this reality in their actions and talk.

Coninnent continues: grappling further with sequence:

The decision on who, comes slightly before (the decision on I what. Category five
would come before category foul.

Informant A has prioritised personal and political matters before the technological and

resource management matters, Further comment brings out the two-way nature of the causal

directions able to be traced:

Now that would be starting a department from scratch. It could well be the other way
around, if we had a role to play and w were selecting members. So the department
that is running then would go iike this !reverses the order of the two card groups
categories four and five I. And this is how we are going to do things Icategory four'.
We will select someone to fit int) that program.
And this is really what I'm - this morning - I'm starting to think about putting a new
s taff member on. We have set khat we are doing. We are going to select the person



to fit into it. So it is very much this way 'indicating the cards showing category li.)ur
placed in linear order before category live I.

Ile concludes with the idea 01 collapsing the two categories and trying to draw out implica-

tions:

I think that there are also other relationships between them 'categories lour and five'.
It. 1 were to "collapse" 'four and live - just put all these together Ibr a moment As I
was saying. I think there is an intimate relationship between who is to do 'something'
and what is to be done. I think that the structural things also have a relationship here
'indicates the piles of cards shifted into a new arrangement'. We can have this as a
sort of centre of the department: a dialogue or a dialectic going on as to who is R) do
what.. And who is to support. What structures are we going to put in place to support
these people [indicates category two' ? Had we had more decisions to consider, then
there would be more discussion on what is the structure to keep this little unit going.
This one 'category one', is a very important thing I'm underpinning the morale: the on-
going development of staff. So it's not a who does it or a what does it: it's sort ola
thing to keep the abilities of staff high. So that is almost like a structural thing, but it is
a different order.
This one 'category three is much more of an administrative thing in our relationship
with the university. That one 'category three'. to me, sits out by itself. Whereas these
over here have quite an interaction with each other.

The informant has given the idea of a "dialogue or dialectic" about " who is to do what"; and

other concerns range around this configuration according to structure and support.

THF OPFNING 111ID OF INQUIRY

In respect of research methodology, the item pile sort procedure gave useful results..

Informants agreed that decisions needed to be collected, compiled and sampled. Informant A

completed the task in detail and gave comments suggesting possible outcomes. There

appeared to be a useful match between research problems being aired at the time and the

item pile sort task. Carried out in a semi public office space, those who saw the table where

the cards were scattered, expressed interest in the layout and ideas. As the procedure got

under way, the researcher v\ias able to relax into concentration upon developing commentaries

and further questions arising. The audio tape record proved useful fOr later wilting up,
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Within the body of theory sel«Aed and outlined for this developing thesis, the

dual/ triple rationality problematic has h , een further highlighted by the open, ended nature of

the informant's initial categorisation. 13o h the number of categories and their nature., together

with the varying quantities of items, suggest that the field is being opened out fcr further use Pill

inquiry. Moreover, analytical comments given also suggest that much further discussion might

be forthcoming on sampled decisions, these, raised and sorted among academics working,

in small units. The high number of items categorised by the informant as " central concerns"

supports the non directive imperative. Slice many items derive from other academics working

independently within his group, the procedure has immediately confirmed that executive

acumen flourishes at the bottom of this system and its units. But such outcomes now lead to

further important questions. What is the nature of this " discretion" (Clark) so clearly exer-

cised at this level, in this unit? What arc some of its attributes?

Also, within the body of theory, three broad terms have been linked in the analytical

comments given by Informant A. First. linearity shades into consequentiality in the NA -ay

that he argues about staffing needs inte;-acting with resources of different kinds, together with

their developing structure. In his own tr,2'rms, "how to do things" interacting with "who to do

things". Second, both terms also shade into ideas about cau..s-olitv. How staffing and

resources are lined up alongside each o her has a direct causal bearing upon outcomes for his

developing department. These then ref ite to his ideologies about efficiency and eiThctiveness.

The whole equation , of course, may a so be seen the other way around: ideology drives re-

sources/ staffing; or staffing/ resources. Either way, a putative logical connection now links

linearity, consequentiality, and causality, and that idea remains problematic for this Ceveloping

the sis.

We may note how Informant A himsenI tries to reach beyond such ideas. He suggests

how linearity may get collapsed in relation to decisions and decision making. The idea arises

out of discussions about the status of categories four and five,, " how to do things" and " who

will do things". The point also highlights the two-way nature of causal relations able to be

traced between items identified as decisions and decision making events and developments.

Put most simply, it is not clear whethei staff arise from the work or the work arises from the

staff. although the reality remains much more complex than this simple proposition. Infor-

mant A himself raises the possibilities of other relationships active between his two central
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Categories Four and Five, not to say the others: Categories Three " structural" and One

" morale and support".

In conclusion, it may now be noted how the contribution given by Informant A,

through open pile sort procedure, has advanced the thesis. It partly answers key research

questions about the nature of academic's strategic decisions and decision making in this small

unit. It probes certain theoretical propositions about legitimation, loose coupling, and Clark's

" trickle up" effect dynamically at work at the bottom of the system. It also highlights key.

points in the developing argument, as noted above. Observations will be compiled for these

aspects in the final sections of this Thesis Part Two.

ln the following chapter, the report outlines how materials generated at this point \\,ere

taken a further step up in structured pile sort procedure (Weller, 1988). Research work had

successfully begun to peel away some of the perceptual layers that seem to hide social realities

about decisions and decision making from outsiders' observation. It became time to probe

further to see how both informant and researcher lined up together on their expanding,

perceptions. To that section of the developing stud the report now turns.
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CFIAPTL,R HIVE:	 SLCOND IiJvl PILE SORT:

THENIATIC ANAI YSIS

PLANNING THE SECOND P11h SOFT SL MING

As a follow-up activity to the ON deCiSi011 sample item pile sort procedure carried out

by Informant A, the researcher then movt„xl on to deeper r,vork 'with a second decision sample

(see below, pp. 104-11). Informant A NVIS asked to lake a second sample of item cards from

the randomised decision sample.' These were then duplicated and one set was taken to one

side by Informant A, the other by the researcher. The -intention was to study how both would

independently sort a further group of ite-n cards according to the new categories generated by

Informant A (see above, Chapter Four, pp. 88-93, 95), If usual assumptions held about

mutual enculturation into new settings, then both pile sorts might reveal strong lines of

similarity, Such an outcome would suggi st a confirmation of the new categorisations. On the

other hand, dissimilarities might also p,Mit up useful ideas for further analysis and inquiry.

Outcomes of both pile son processes are sei out in Figures Eight and Nine (see below.

pp. 104-11). The results for all the Figures Six, Seven. Fight and Nine are combined and

graphically summarised in Figure Ten (st‘e below, pp. 114-15).

In general anthropological terms, such a procedure touches upon the question of

mutual euculturation between the researcher and members of staff at the field work site. The

degree to which both wou ld process cards alike may suggest a level of like-mindedness

developing in the social setting. Certain research methodological issues wouIC become high-

lighted through such a process.. flow la- is the researcher "learning the culture", to the point

where he may make accurate predictions of typical responses by informants? Such an

outcome is widely held to be desirable iv social research. It represents a major step forward in

'Appendix One: Fifty-One Sampled Decisions, pp. 201-14.
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charts_ while tie following iwo page summary condenses the data for las r scanning

(pp, t

It is important to note that Lig:titn„ Ten assembles and uilitinarises data from all of

Figures Six, Seven Fight and Nine. Graphic: conventions used for that procedure are as

Followst . see below, pp. 1[4-15), Decisions arc listed in their categories H two type faces.

Those in plain laced tvpe indicate dec sloes sorted in the First dek:ision sample as set out in

Figure Six (see above, pp 8-93). Fxa nples of those now listed in Figure Tcn are decisions

"to adopt a collaborative approach to photographing diems"; " to change the lOrmat of First

Year Nursing I utorials", and " to ho 'd classes as usual, and not to cancel them prior to

assignment submissions". A l are listed n Category k ur 'tar both Informant A and researcher

response (see below, pp. I1::°-15).

Those in bold laced type indicate decisions sorted ill the second decision sample as set

out in Figure Light (Informant A response) and Figure Nine (researcher response). Fxamples

of those Mow listed in Figure Ten are (..icision; "to incorporate an article on the probleM of

" to alter the ,..:Oiltent coiour slides used in lectures"; and " to oiler a new

program, to students in Business Law A" tp 1 t zt Category our). Those decisions listed in

Figure Ten ma rked " *", listed in bol,h plain and bold faced im,t)e, indicate an accumulating

base 'Me of agreement between the two respondents in the sorting procedures. This feature

suggests commonly held assumptions ideas and outcomes for the pile sort. nese hold

interest for the developing study and are given ;Analytical attention further along in this

chapter.,

'Those decisions m Figure Ten marked with "?" suggest disagreement between the two

participants in the pile sort procedure. Notable among these is a decision by the Receptionist

" to take steps to further secure the position occupied in the organisation", listed under

Category Live by Informant A. and Categor y One by the researcher. Also notable is a

decision "to have a meeting with an accounting and economics tutor concerning arratigements

fir orientation week". listed under Cat• .i..;ot . y Lour by Informant A and Category Live by the

researcher. Such disparities also hold interest 'Or the developing study, and are also analysed

and discussed lurther along ;11 this cha►t

The next step in this discussion )rings detailed interpretation into the descriptive task.

This marks a transition frorra descripticil to analysis, and it is to that transition task that the

report no\v turns,
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FIGURE EIGHT: PILE SORT DATA:
SECOND DECISION SAMPLE FROM RANDOMISED ITEMS
INFORMANT A RESPONSE TO NEW CATEGORIES:

(See also below, Figure Nine: for researcher's responses to the same items.)

CATEGORY ONE:
"Underpinning morale and the

on-going development of staff."

A decision by the administrative
assistant to attend certain

courses of study for the purpose
of keeping up with changes being
implemented.

This decision involves the VUT
phasing out the word processing

package Multimate and phasing in
the Word Perfect system for use
by students and staff. New
skills are now required and two

courses were attended this year
on Word Perfect. These were
taken in the Faculty of Business
at the student village.

A decision by one member of staff
in the learning centre to

commence higher degree studies.

This decision involves setting

aside both work and unpaid time
for study.	 It is understood that
if the present position held by

the member of staff becomes
tenured, then there will be com-
petition for the position from
others with higher degrees.
There is concern about the nature
and degree of this pressure,
given the career pathway which

the member of staff has followed,
emphasising service to the

department through teaching and
development of programs.	 In
universities, it seems, research
is more highly valued for career
advancement than teaching. There
is a sense of resignation that
research must be pursued.

A decision by one member of staff
to limit the topic of an academic
research project: to investigate

the phenomenon of mathematics
anxiety in the mature-age
student.

This decision involves having

access to students in a
particular category being
studied. The topic - mathematics
anxiety - is a phenomenon often

encountered in mature-age
students studying on this campus.
A successful study could contrib-
ute significantly to effective

teaching on campus.

A decision by one member of staff
in the learning centre not to

work full time in the department
at this point.

F 	

This decision involves the
management of life priorities

such as family, lengthy
commuting, teaching load, and
academic study. The production

of a handbook for students in the
field of business/law in collab-

oration with a member of staff on

a neighbouring campus may turn
out to be profitably related to a

research project undertaken for a

higher degree. Pedagogy and
learning styles of adult students
in business/ law are the field of
interest.	 At this point there is
some confusion about the way

forward and a need for guidance.
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•

"Advertisement: concerning our relations

with the university: more administrative".

[NO CARDS PLACED BY INFORMANT A IN THIS

CATEGORY]

CATEGORY THREE

FIGURE EIGHT: PILE SORT DATA (CONTINUED):
SECOND DECISION SAMPLE FROM RANDOMISED ITEMS

INFORMANT A RESPONSE TO NEW CATEGORIES:

(See also below, Figure Nine: for researcher's responses to the same items.)

CATEGORY TWO:
"Structural: second-order things which

help the department to function."

A decision by the Pro-Vice-Chan-

cellor to allocate the petty cash
management duties to the

administrative assistant.

As the assistant to the head of
department, this member of staff

is to have more responsibilities

following amalgamation. The new

directive was outlined in the
Finance Manual.

A decision by the administrative

assistant to contribute to ideas
in planning the layout of spaces
in the new location of the EDD.

This decision involves trying to
get a separate room for word
processing and related teaching,
instead of this function being
located in another person's
office where cramped space and
distractions from other work
areas hamper teaching. The

present arrangement of computer
terminals in line along one wall
at the back of an already crowded

work room allows for individual
tuitior, but small group tuition
requires a different arrangement

of the physical space.	 Further
requirements are a printer for
ea:h terminal as well as a Word

Perfect package.

A cecision by the receptionist to

raise the question of some non-
availability time given each day

to allow catch up on required
work which continually
accumulates.

This decision involves striking a
balance between recurrent duties:
being readily available to

provide assistance for document
presentation and balancing this
with achieving outputs in
document production. The issue
will be mentioned to the head of
department and/or the head of the
learning centre in the near
future.	 Immediately following
the move to the new location may
be the right time.

i decision to delegate to a
member of the support staff the
function of compiling appropriate
materials and drafting short
letters of reply: to be sugned by
the member of staff on behalf of

the coordinator of the unit.

this decision involves the
cuestion of adequate publicity:
information dissemination: to
function as proactively as
possible; and in order to react

to requests.	 Because of wide-

spread acceptance of the new
university status following

Emalgamation across four campuses

E precursive decision has been
taken that human resource people

Ere to report only on university--
Hide issues in the interests of
the generation of a feeling of
unity across the university; and

against the possibility of high-

lighting differences between
units/ departments/ schools.
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A decision to offer a new program
to students in Business Law A.

This decision involves running a
supplementary program for
students of non-English-speaking-
background with no background in
Australian law.	 New materials
required will be strongly linked
to lectures given by mainstream
lecturers in the subject.
Classes in the department will
follow up on the lectures and
focus upon comprehension activi-
ties, English language develop-
ment, and note-taking skills.
Language development focuses upon
the vocabulary of the discipline,
together with the contextualisa-
tion of terms being studied.	 A
discipline specific specialism is
entailed.

FIGURE EIGHT: PILE SORT DATA (CONTINUED):
SECOND DECISION SAMPLE FROM RANDOMISED ITEMS
INFORMANT A RESPONSE TO NEW CATEGORIES:

(See also below, Figure Nine: for researcher's responses to the same items.)

CATEGORY FOUR:
TEACHING AND LEARNING ASPECTS AND SITUATIONS (SEE ALSO CATEGORY FIVE OPPOSITE)

"How to do things; how we will change things."

A decision by one member of staff
in the learning centre to
incorporate an article on the
problem of plagiarism in writing
in a teaching program.

This decision involved the member
of staff finding a newspaper
article alerting readers to the
problem of plagiarism in a
professional area. An academic
article: PARAPHRASING AND
PLAGIARISM was then identified
for use with students in class
work.	 Referencing is required
even when ideas are rewritten
using different terminology from
the material in the source: a
frequent oversight made by
students.

A decision by one member of staff
in media studies to alter the
content of colour slides used for
a particular lecture in a course
on photography.

A decision by one member of staff
in the learning centre to write
and publish a handbook for
students in business/ law in
collaboration with a colleague
who works in the same field on a
neighbouring campus at a
different university.

F 	

This decision involves an on-
going relationship of three
years in which ideas and
materials have been co-developed
and shared in the two depart-
ments.	 This particular handbook
has been the subject of planning
for 12 months. Half a day per
week is to be used on this
project. It is to be compiled on
a word processor and will be sold
to students on both campuses.

This decision involves scanning
books and magazines for images
that correspond to the lecture
subject; and consideration of the
students' degree of image
literacy.	 The possible impacts
of images also need to be
considered.

A decision by one member of staff
in the learning centre to have a
meeting with an accounting and
economics tutor concerning
arrangements for orientation
week.

This decision involves the
culmination of a few "one-off"
conversations with the two people
concerned that led to a decision
to request a firm meeting between
the three individuals concerned.
It took one conversation and two
phone calls to organise - on a
Monday morning.
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FIGURE EIGHT: PILE SORT DATA (CONTINUED):
SECOND DECISION SAMPLE FROM RANDOMISED ITEMS

INFORMANT A RESPONSE TO NEW CATEGORIES:

(See also below, Figure Nine: for researcher's responses to the same items.)

CATEGORY FIVE:
THE TEACHING AND LEARNING ASPECTS AND SITUATIONS (SEE ALSO CATEGORY FOUR OPPOSITE)

"Who will do things; setting the staff in place."

A decision by the administrative
assistant to agree to work on the
St Albans campus as well as on
the Footscray campus.

This decision involves agreeing
to meet with people at the

At Albans campus who do similar
work to members of staff in the

EDD at Footscray. Discussion is
required on the further develop-
ment of work skills. There is a
need to see whether certain broad

functions that go beyond secret-
arial services at Footscray:

-..uition of students in word

processing;

design and production of desk-

publication;
cou,c1 be developed fruitfully at
St Albans.

A decision by the receptionist -o
take steps to further secure
position occupied in the
organisation.

This decision involves the ever
changing employment scene and the
need for enhancement of qualifiL-
ations and relevant skills. 	 Th s
can be done through attending
such courses as word-processing
and desk-top publishing; a shor-
course on Word Perfect has been
taken.	 Familiarisation with up-

to-date software packages is
continually required.
Receptionist skills and functions
also require constant review for

the purpose of conveying the beet
possible impression to visitors

to the EDD as well as having the
requested information for queriEs

in the form that is precise and

up-to-date.

A decision by one member of staff

to limit service attendance on
the St Albans campus to one day

per week.

This decision involves the
allocation of time and resoLrces
available to the range of ciLties
built up on the Footscray campus.
Provided that services on tl-e
Footscray campus can be
adequately met in the remairing
available days, one day per week
will be spent on the St Albers
campus for the purpose of
initiating, developing, and

assisting in provision of support

services in the Maths/ Scierce

areas.	 There is no outside
support in these areas at present
at St Albans.
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A decision by one member of staff
in the learning centre to
commence higher degree studies.

This decision involves setting
aside both work and unpaid time
for study.	 It is understood that
if the present position held by
the member of staff becomes
tenured, then there will be com-
petition for the position from
others with higher degrees.
There is concern about the nature
and degree of this pressure,
given the career pathway which
the member of staff has followed,
emphasising service to the
department through teaching and
development of programs. 	 In
universities, it seems, research
is more highly valued for career
advancement than teaching. There
is a sense of resignation that
research must be pursued.

FIGURE NINE: PILE SORT DATA:
SECOND DECISION SAMPLE FROM RANDOMISED ITEMS
RESEARCHER RESPONSE TO NEW CATEGORIES:

(See also above, Figure Eight: for Informant A's responses to the same items.)

CATEGORY ONE:
"Underpinning morale and the

on-going development of staff."

A decision by the administrative
assistant to attend certain
courses of study for the purpose
of keeping up with changes being
implemented.

This decision involves the VUT
phasing out the word processing
package Multimate and phasing in
the Word Perfect system for use
by students and staff. New
skills are now required and two
courses were attended this year
on Word Perfect. These were
taken in the Faculty of Business
at the student village.

A decision by the receptionist to
take steps to further secure the
position occupied in the
organisation.

E 	 1

This decision involves the ever-
changing employment scene and the
need for enhancement of qualific-
ations and relevant skills.	 This
can be done through attending
such courses as word-processing
and desk-top publishing; a short
course on Word Perfect has been
taken.	 Familiarisation with up-
to-date software packages is
continually required.
Receptionist skills and functions
also require constant review for
the purpose of conveying the best
possible impression to visitors
to the EDD as well as having the
requested information for queries
in the form that is precise and
up-to-date.

L 	
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CATEGORY THREE
"Advertisement: concerning our relations

with the university: more administrative".

A decision to delegate to a
member of the support staff the
function of compiling appropriate
materials and drafting short
letters of reply: to be sugned by
the member of staff on behalf of
the coordinator of the unit.

This decision involves the
question of adequate publicity:

information dissemination: to
function as proactively as

possible; and in order to react
to requests.	 Because of wide-

spread acceptance of the new
university status follow i ng

amalgamation across four campuses
a precursive decision has been

taken that human resource people
are to report only on university-

wide issues in the interests of

the generation of a feeling of
unity across the university; and
against the possibility of high-

lighting differences between
units/ departments/ schools.

FIGURE NINE: PILE SORT DATA (CONTINUED):
SECOND DECISION SAMPLE FROM RANDOMISED ITEMS

RESEARCHER RESPONSE TO NEW CATEGORIES:

(See also above, Figure Eight: for Informant A's responses to the same items.)

CATEGORY TWO •

"Structural: second-order things which

help the department to function."

A decision by the Pro-Vice-Chan-
cellor to allocate the petty cash
management duties to the
administrative assistant.

As the assistant to the head of
department, this member of staff
is to have more responsibilities

following amalgamation.	 The new
directive was outlined in the
Finance Manual.

A decision by the administrative
assistant to contribute to ideas

in p anning the layout of spaces
in the new location of the EDD.

This decision involves trying to

get a separate room for word

processing and related teaching,
instead of this function being
located in another person's
office where cramped space and
distractions from other work
areas hamper teaching. The
present arrangement of computer

terminals in line along one wall
at the back of an already crowded

work room allows for individual
tuition, but small group tuition
requires a different arrangement

of the physical space.	 Further
requirements are a printer for

each terminal as well as a Word
Perfect package.

A decision by the receptionist to

raise the question of some non-
availability time given each day
to allow catch up on required

work which continually

accumulates.

This decision involves striking a
balarce between recurrent duties:

beinc readil y available to

provide assistance for document

presentation and balancing this
with achieving outputs in
document production. The issue
will be mentioned to the head of
department and/or the head of the
learning centre in the near
future.	 Immediately following
the move to the new location may

be the right time.



A decision to offer a new program

to students in business law A.

This decision involves running a
supplementary program for
students of non-English-speaking-

background with no background in
Australian law.	 New materials

required will be strongly linked
to lectures given by mainstream
lecturers in the subject.
Classes in the department will
follow up on the lectures and

focus upon comprehension activi-
ties, English language develop-

ment, and note-taking skills.

Language development focuses upon
the vocabulary of the discipline,
together with the contextualisa-

tion of terms being studied. 	 A

discipline specific specialism is

entailed.

FIGURE NINE: PILE SORT DATA (CONTINUED):
SECOND DECISION SAMPLE FROM RANDOMISED ITEMS

RESEARCHER RESPONSE TO NEW CATEGORIES:

(See also above, Figure Eight: for Informant A's responses to the same items.)

CATEGORY FOUR:
TEACHING AND LEARNING ASPECTS AND SITUATIONS (SEE ALSO CATEGORY FIVE OPPOSITE)

"How to do things; how we will change things."

A decision by one member of staff
in the learning centre to

incorporate an article on the
problem of plagiarism in writing
in a teaching program.

This decision involved the member

of staff finding a newspaper
article alerting readers to the
problem of plagiarism in a

professional area. An academic
article: PARAPHRASING AND
PLAGIARISM was then identified
for use with students in class
work. Referencing is required
even when ideas are rewritten

using different terminology from
the material in the source: a
frequent oversight made by
students.

A decision by one member of staff
in media studies to alter the
content of colour slides used for
a particular lecture in a course

on photography.

This decision involves scanning
books and magazines for images

that correspond to the lecture
subject; and consideration of the
students' degree of image
literacy.	 The possible impacts

of images also need to be
considered.
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A decision by one member of staff
in the learning centre to have a
meeting with an accounting and
economics tutor concerning

arrangements for orientation

week.

This decision involves the
culmination of a few "one-off"
conversations with the two people
concerned that led to a decision
to request a firm meeting between
the three individuals concerned.
It took one conversation and two

ph)ne calls to organise - on a
Mo day morning.

A decision by one member of staff
to limit service attendance on
the St Albans campus to one day
per week.

This decision involves the
allocation of time and resources
available to the range of duties

built up on the Footscray campus.
Provided that services on the

Footscray campus can be
adecuately met in the remaining

available days, one day per week

will be spent on the St Albans
campus for the purpose of

initiating, developing, and

assisting in provision of support

services in the Maths/ Science
areas.	 There is no outside

support in these areas at present

at St Albans.

FIGURE NINE: PILE SORT DATA (CONTINUED):
SECOND DECISION SAMPLE FROM RANDOMISED ITEMS

RESEARCHER RESPONSE TO NEW CATEGORIES:

(See also above, Figure Eight: for Informant A's responses to the same items.)

CATEGORY FIVE:
THE TEACHING AND LEARNING ASPECTS AND SITUATIONS (SEE ALSO CATEGORY FOUR OPPOSITE)

"Who will do things; setting the staff in placE."

A decision by the administrative
assistant to agree to work on the
St Albans campus as well as on
the Footscray campus.

POSSIBLE CATEGORY SIX:

THREE DECISIONS THE RESEARCHER FOUND DIFFICULT

TO PLACE IN THE NEW CATEGORIES:

This decision involves agreeing

to meet with people at the
At Albans campus who do similar-
work to members of staff in the
EDD at Footscray. Discussion is
required on the further develop-
ment of work skills. There is a
need to see whether certain broad
functions that go beyond secret-
arial services at Footscray:

tuit on of students in word
processing;
design and production of desk-

top publication;
could be developed fruitfully at
St Albans.

A decision by one member of staff
in the learning centre not to
work full time in the department

at this point.

This decision involves the
management of life priorities
such as family, lengthy
commuting, teaching load, and
academic study. The production
of a handbook for students in the
field of business/law in collab-
oration with a member of staff on
a neighbouring campus may turn

out to be profitably related to a
research project undertaken for a

higher degree. Pedagogy and
learning styles of adult students

in business/ law are the field of
interest.	 At this point there is
some confusion about the way
forward and a need for guidance.

A decision by one member of staff

in the learning centre to write
and publish a handbook for
students in business/ law in
collaboration with a colleague

who works in the same field on a
neighbouring campus at a
different university.

This decision involves an on-
going relationship of three
years in which ideas and
materials have been co-developed
and shared in the two depart-

ments.	 This particular handbook
has been the subject of planning
for 12 months.	 Half a day per
week is to be used on this

project. It is to be compiled on
a word processor and will be sold

to students on both campuses..

-1

A decision by one member of staff

to limit the topic of an academic
research project: to investigate

the phenomenon of mathematics

anxiety in the mature-age
student.

This decision involves having
access to students in a

particular category being

studied.	 The topic - mathematics
anxiety - is a phenomenon often
encountered in mature--age

students studying on this campus.
A successful study could contrib-

ute significantly to effective

teaching on campus.



Informant A and Researcher:

1..)escriptive Responses to the Second Pile Sort Data

Comment in this section may usefully begin by focussing upon broad commonalities in

the two responses.. These are three old and may best be reviewed by broadly scanning Figure

Ten. First, across the top of the double page spread given to these charts, Categories Two

and Three (" Structure" and " Advertisement" respectively), suggest the highest levels of like -

mindedness: with one only " familiar constricted" item that was categorised by both respond-

ents within the two spots presently in locus (pp. 114-15), This somewhat stable phenomenon

may be labelled recurrent administrative stability in decision making.. Secondly,

moving down the chart, and scanning across the centre of the two pages, taking in "decisions

within the central concerns of the department", and focussing upon items in bold lace labelled

"'?", it may be noted how all researcher response plain and bold faced items (" '''") arguably

follow in the footsteps of Intbrmant A. with only two exceptions. Since we have already noted

how Informant A sees categories four and five as somewhat interchangeable according (o

sequential priorities at the point of change, we may label this comparatively fluid phenomenon

as politi«ility undermining linearity in decision making. Thirdly., across the bottom or

the double page spread, differences about notions of " morale building" in relation to academic

work status decisions bring a contrasting dimension of dispersion to the developing picture..

These concern formal research programs at the centre of life priorities expressed by stall -

members. Since these sorting phenomena are so closely associated with category one and its

attendant morale building connotations, we may label these im pe Ii yes a ri si n g rem

academic work status positions.

Recurrent Administrative Stability in Decision Makiag. Categories Two and Three

showed high levels of commonality between the two respondents. In considering the range of

data that could have been included or excluded at each point in the sorting process, these

categories seem to remain unproblematic. Ideas of " structure" to support the work of the

department, and "advertisement" to spread operating information to other units, gave little

cause Ibr confusion in the sorting process, as outcomes would suggest.. The one decision which

was swapped over by the two respondents: " to delegate to support stall a number of short let-

ters/standard document compilation tasks" warrants some coin mem, Informant A seemed to
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see it as " familiar constricted" (Ilickson et al). that is. normal and recurrent, comparatively

\kCH Vl►WIL with limited and nomprectr sive consequences: putting it in category two: "struc-

ture". Tne researcher saw the matter in similar te FM S. however, placing it in a d.iff.erent

category. One consideration is to note low both categories are not too far distant from each

other anyway. Does this minute phenomenon amount to a (minute) confirmation of

Ificksonian theory? Are both respondetis1011owing the invisible theoretical path put down in

the 13radlOrd studies?

Politicality U nd	 rity in  Decision Making. The pile sort story for

Cate cries lour and live reveals a. dace! t kind stability from that outlined above. All items

in categories fOur and live lOr researcher itesponsc are labelled "":", with only One labelled "?"

(pp. 114-15): and that one so labelle l can be found in [Ilion-rant A's category lour: a

movemoveTUen t across categories that still holds it within the same broad domain distinction:

" decisions within the cent ral concerns the department" (p. 114). Comment now needs to

focus upon the two remaining items ma: ked "?" in categories four and live for Inionnant A:

"to yvtrite and publish a handbook for stt dents in business law" and "receptionist to take steps

to further secure the position occupied in the organisation" (p., 114): These. along with the

third item," the meeting concerning arrangent,..mts for orientation week". may all be seen as

familiar matters to be processed in a Wa.), which is constricted!,

It is important to note how this interpretation sees these three items as least ,rontell-

tions (among the three types given b) Hickson el ..al) but only less politi«il (not least

political as in tractable fluid matters). This confirms a significant level of politicality endemic

to categories four and live. the point may be coupled to Informant A's observation that the

sequential arrangements between item! so categorised (precursive issues) tended to break

down undier speculations about the changing nature of the point of change under review (""

we were starting a department from scra ch "). We may recall how the mu decision types

seen as the most/ more pohtica l by lfick!ton ellt .1 are the vortex-sporadic and the fam i liar con-

stricted ( sped 1 v); and then go on to note how these item types see m to be firmly located

among the "central concerns" given by I le two respondents in this chart. Once again, it may

be asked whether this strange congruence in pile sort response across two respondents

confirms Bradford studies outcomes, The response to such a question may well be yes
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FIGURE TEN: PILE SORT DATA
PATTERN IN THE SORTED PILES: ACCUMULATING ITEMS
INFORMANT A (Head of the Department)

CATEGORY TWO

* To record more detail in photogr-
aphic orders taken.

* To authorise admin. assistant to
sign orders and requisitions.

* To list tasks/ functions/ respon-

sibilities for a new member of
staff.

* To compile ideas for a new recep-
tion area layout.

* To allocate personnel to a partic-
ular job on another campus.

* To allocate petty cash duties to
the admin. assistant.

* To contribute to planning layout of
new spaces.

* To raise the question of some non-
availability time.

? To delegate to support staff a
number of short letter/ standard
document compilation tasks.

CATEGORY THREE

* To send a memo to all deans and
heads of departments to offer to
address new staff on EDD roles and

functions on the Footscray campus.

"Decisions within the central
concerns of the department"

CATEGORY FOUR

* To adopt a collaborative approach
to photographing clients.

* To change the format of First Year
Nursing tutorials in physics and
chemistry.

* To hold classes as usual and not to
cancel them prior to assignment
submissions.

* To shorten initial consultation
times with students commencing

assignment work.
* To give to certain students photo-

copied handout materials relevant
to their assignments.

* To rewrite/ extend/ expand course
materials in nursing (bridging
studies).

* To compile detailed materials on a
program together with an outline of
all "in-house" EDD publications for
a meeting with the Vice-Chancellor.

* To incorporate an article on the
problem of plagiarism.

* To alter the content of colour
slides used in lectures.

* To offer a new program to students
in business law A.

? To write and publish a handbook for
students in business law.

? To have a meeting with an acounting
and economics tutor concerning
arrangements for orientation week.

CATEGORY FIVE

* To agree to consult on a series of
assignments with a student from a
different discipline area.

* To hold a planning meeting about a

new program to be developed:
learning centre staff availability
and interests will be reviewed.

* To employ another member of staff to
assist in programs in business/law.

* To agree to teach in the community
health nursing course in October.

* To agree to take a "class talk"

class during the following week.

* To give to two colleagues an outline
of things to consider for the
summer school four week program.

* To discuss with a member of the
teaching staff in the department the

idea of a short course for engineer-

ing students.
* Admin. assistant to agree to work on

the St Albans campus as well as on
the Footscray campus.

* A member of staff to limit service
attendance on the St Albans campus
to one day per week.

? Receptionist to take steps to
further secure the position occupied
in the organisation.

CATEGORY ONE

* To make an approach to another
member of staff for mentor support
in further academic studies.

* Admin. asistant to attend certain
courses of study.

* Staff member to commence higher
degree studies.

? Staff member not to work full time
at this point.

? Staff member to limit topic of
research to study mathematics
anxiety in mature age students.
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FIGURE TEN: P[LE SORT DATA (CONTINUED)
PATTERN IN THE SORTED PILES: ACCUMULATING ITEMS

RESEARCHER RESPONSES
IIM•••••

CATEGORY TWO

* To record more detail in photogr-
aphic orders taken.

* To authorise admin. assistant to
sign orders and requisitions.

* To list tasks/ functions/ respon-
sibilities for a new member of
staff.

* To compile ideas for a new recep-
tion area layout.

* To allocate personnel to a partic-
ular job on another campus.

* To allocate petty cash duties to

the admin. assistant.
* To contribute to planning layout cf

new spaces.

* To raise the question of some non-
availability time.

CATEGORY THREE

* To send a memo to all deans and
heads of departments to offer to
address new staff on EDD roles and
functions on the Footscray campus.

? To delegate to support staff a
number of short letter/ standard
document compilation tasks.

"Decisions within the central
concerns of the department"

CATEGORY FOUR

* To adopt a collaborative approach

to photographing clients.
* To change the format of First Year

Nursing tutorials in physics and
chemistry.

* To hold classes as usual and not 'o
cancel them prior to assignment
submissions.

* To shorten initial consultation
times with students commencing
assignment work.

* To give to certain students photo-

copied handout materials relevant
to their assignments.

* To rewrite/ extend/ expand course
materials in nursing (bridging
studies).

* To compile detailed materials on it
program together with an outline of
all "in-house" EDD publications for-
a meeting with the Vice-Chancelloi

* To incorporate an article on the

problem of plagiarism..

* To alter the content of colour

slides used in lectures.
* To offer a new program to student!s

in business law A.

CATEGORY FIVE

* To agree to consult on a series of

assignments with a student from a
different discipline area.

* To hold a planning meeting about a
new program to be developed:
learning centre staff avai ability
and interests will be reviewed.

* To employ another member o' staff to
assist in programs in business/law.

* To agree to teach in the community
health nursing course in October.

* To agree to take a "class talk"

class during the following week.
* To give to two colleagues an outline
of things to consider for the
summer school four week program.

* To discuss with a member of the
teaching staff in the department the

idea of a short course for engineer-
ing students.

* Admin. assistant to agree to work on

the St Albans campus as well as on

the Footscray campus.

* A member of staff to limit service

attendance on the St Albans campus
to one day per week.

? To have a meeting with an accounting

and economics tutor concerning
arrangements for orientation week.

CATEGORY ONE

* To make an approach to another
member of staff for mento support
in further academic studi !:—

* Admin. asistant to attend certain
courses of study.

* Staff member to commence higher
degree studies.

? Receptionist to take steps to
further secure the positi)n

occupied in the organisation.

POSSIBLE NEW CATEGORY SIX

? Staff member not to work full
time at this point.

? To write and publish a handbook

for students in business law.
? Staff member to limit topic of

research to study mathematics

anxiety in mature age students.
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I lowever. there seem to he some further considerationsc!Pcrgirng from field work in lhk

particular social setting,

Later analytic:al comment will try to bring out how this phenomenon sugges ts

ultimate theoretical failure lOr linearity modes of understanding decision making in higher

education settings. This idea, that politicality undermines linearity in decision making becomes

increasingly important in relating this case study to special circumstances endemic . to higher

education settings. II linearity falls away as a useful mode of explanation, what then may be

brought 16i -ward to take its place?

At this point. sonic expositor y comment is warranted upon the precursive variable

raised in t lie I I ickson et a studies. According to that theor y. where politicality

precursikeness decreases, and rice-verso... A commonplace affirms how "committees are We

oil in the wheels of the universit y": and this is well encapsulated in flickson -s tractable fluid

decision type. As politicality increases from this point in the typology. however, it becomes

increasingly difficult to see how one decisional item leads fluently (or " 	 on to anotlier,

or to see how one more comprehensive and complex item may be progressively stitched

together along lock-step and/or ever-expanding boundary-crossing lines of progress towards

Informant A and Researcher:

Analytical Responses to the Second Pile Sort Data

Imperatives Arising from Acade in ic Work Status Positions. Category one at the

bottom of the double page spread raises hi g her questions that carry the argument into the

drive towards academic work status positions. Focussing comment upon items marked "7", we

may note how two included in category one by Informant A are relegated, by the researcher,

as residual items, to occupy two out of three places in a possible new categor y . Whereas

11116r-want A looked to the " morale building" categor y; the researcher sought refuge l►r these

in a new category. In this section of the chart, a level of confusion seems to pre4L

The lour items marked "7" warrant closer comment at this point because they bring to

categorisation issues certain special characteristics endemic to higher education settings. These

may he given under two broad but increasingly powerful ideas, closel y associated. The first is



a deeper subjective dimension touching, upon personal political imperatives that reach out

towards significant others outside the boundaries of the departmental academic siaff. The

second is an absence of boundaries around interests which seem to stretch away in a number

of directions at once, For the partici] ar kinds of interests encapsulated here stretch back

indefinitely into the past chronicles of decision makers autobiographical stories and, looking

into the future, may change and deveicp further in details and intentions in quite unpredic-

table directions Linearity in decision inaking assumes clear beginnings and endings for the

decisional process. It looks for clear boundaries around groups involved and interests

dewloping. To note this clearly, it is 11( cessary to look closely at the rationale notes for each

of the four items in question. These rotes are recorded at the bottom of each card, This

discussion will now: interpret each ire n in detail in the light of these ideas; then go on to

comment upon F he ways in wh i ch the items wore processed differently b y Infiormant A and the

researcher.

Highly Personal Dimensions in Certain Strategic  Decision Making  Processes. All four

items under review show staff reaching out towards a more " cosmopolitan" network in the

development of their work. A deep sc rise of self-interest is evident, coupled to a complex

array of requirements to take into acmunt the interests of others and how these may be

harnessed towards each of the tasks currently targeted. The decision to limit research to

" mathematics anxiety in mature-age stidents" indicates how that person is trying  .o link in

with wider theory in formal academic research and seeks use ful information pertinent to

students on or off the campus both ins de and outside the field of mathematics study. The

decision maker is committing a great deal of personal effort to the task over a long period..

The decision by the recely ionist to " take steps to further secure the position occupied in the

organisation" is, for academic support st a counterpart item to the above. A wider network

for these members of staff is informaly built up on all campuses. Such persons are seen

smoking and lunching together on anc off campus. At staff gatherings they f'reque'ntly sit

together in an isolated group. Researc) needs to turn to these groups Tor a fuller picture of

campus life. The rationale notes for this decision point towards the departmental environment

and how this may best be served in the interests of a better image ibr the DI) (see above.

p. 115). The th i rd and fourth decisions under comment here were made by one member of

" to limit work to par t i me at th s point": and " to write and publish a handbook for
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students in business law", Deep indeed is the personal political dimension in this pair of deci

sions. The rationale notes almost cr y Out fOr understanding of the intense pressure that this

academic feels coming from all directions in the career setting. It is a familiar story in

academic work. There are many miles to go vkith this one: many drafts, changes in direction,

shifting alliances, interruptions to progress. and changes of heart about developing details.

Unboundaried Interests in Certain Strategic Decision Making Processes. The same

four items also display an absence of boundaried control in their fOrmation and development.

nlike other items confidently processed in the pile sort activities, these lour bring a !ley,:

problematic to hear, arising from contention about what precisely is in contention.. l'or the

realit y underpinning such decisional processes constantly changes and is subject to change

from strong outside influences. Lven long-term physiological health has a bearing upon the

integrity or decisions put together to tr y to bring sonic order to hear upon situations felt to he

under high levels of stress. Turning to the stressed academic struggling with \vhether or not to

work part-time to allow work on a handbook for students, such problematics are further

conlirmed. Political fOrces get mixed up with deep personal motivation and capacities f►r

creative imagination in this, as in all lour items under discussion. The decision to limit

research to " maths anxiety in mature age students" needs no further comment to elaborate

how this decision stretches hack endlessl y into the autobiography of the actor and stretches

lOrward through time toward endless possibilities of outcome linalisation. Decision Cormation

shades into decision implementation which, in turn, shades on into decision finalisation: with

the further complication that it is never clear which of these three comes first, or Which fbllows

on Prow Nvilich. A typical conversational interchange might run as follows:

"What did ylu finally decide to do in your thesis?"

" Well, that question wasn't really answered until I had finished writing the darn thing!"

Likewise.. the decision by the receptionist to " take steps to further secure the position in the

organisation" seems to show similar characteristics. Looked at one way, the decision to " take

steps" toward some goal is clear, finalised; looked at another way. it is vague: what kinds of

steps are being considered, to what purpose, and with whom? Many and varied are the ‘,‘,,ay;

in which the receptionist might seek to carry out such a decision (implementation). Since

these may well redound upon decisional details, progressive formation to clear finalisation is

seriousl y called into question,.
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It is no surprise, therefor to 1- id that the two respondents moved these i tems in

different directions. Informant A saw tt c receptionist's decision in terms of his ambitions tbr

the person and the depa rtment: calliir g it a who does it" kind of decision, placing it in

category five. The resea rcher focuset upon the personal dimension and, fresh from the

interview which generated the item, saw it in terms of " morale", placing it in category one.

Informant A saw the "research into maths anxiety" decision in terms of the decision maker's

personal dimension and, seeking perl q ps lo confirm support., saw it in terms of "morale",

placing it in category one. The research:er. steeped in !local theory as outlined in this dex y lop-

ing report, looked only at the decisiona problematics outlined above and sought refuge in a

possible new category six.

THE- CI OSINIG HELD 01 INQUIRN

The open pile sort approach to dealing with the decision sample data allowed the

study to move forwards in directions determined by one key informant; and. in such ways,

departures from researcher generated bases were recorded. The report has now begun to set

down dear details about what actors th nk and how they react about decisions they generate;

and to range these details alongside counterpart responses made by the more theoretically

aware researcher. Moreover, this task has brought forward outcomes from deep within the

field of academic administrative work, since data was generated at a field work site where

intense pressures for change and react'ons to change were endemic in the setting. Progress

has beer made on all of these three fre , nts. Further comment now needs to bring out details

about the nature of that progress, arc then go on to outline further details about the way

ibrward hear the report.

Oulwmes of Thesis Part Two: Finer 11)( tails Outlined in Decisions . _and Decjsion_Isyla.,:ing

Informant A's new categories haxie brought us one small step away from the tripartite

classification of Hickson et_al, basin 7 the study, as much as possible, upon the views of

informants themselves. The beginning researcher's developing instincts suggest, at this point,
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that it . the present direction of inquiry is continued, there is a possible "blowout" lc outing on

the number of categories likely to be generated. This suggests the need ft)r gathering and

processing similar sorts of data in more systematic ways.. Balanced incomplete block design

sorts, a sub-group of triadic comparison techniques 16r gathering similarity data front

informants on openly listed data, would allow a more controlled study of data from a sa.mple

of informants across a range of case study settings (Weller, 1988, Chaps. 5 & 8). This whole

process might become fruitless if taken too far. There seems to be a deep research problem

at the heart of the matter. Moreover the problem seems to arise from the very nature of

social process in higher education. In this context, the researcher may never be able to get

around to thoroughly testing the Hickson tripartite categories in comprehensive terms.

Perhaps the present gains are sufficient to suggest a quer y hanging over such a detailed

decisional typology as II ickson's applying piecemeal to higher education settings. 'Hie most

that can be acknowledged here is the beginning of a documented new direction for the topic

and field in higher education.

Clear theoretical tensions have now become isolated through the present study. Tit ( se

now affect the further development of the argument. Non-directive imperatives, drives

towards autonomy and independence of thought and action, endemic to hig,her education

social settings, vary in their impact upon decisional process over levels of structure a id

politicality. They seem, on the basis of the present data, to reach their greatest intensity of

influence within centres of morale/ support; where individuals and small groups interact and

compete in academic work status groups. The. debate on dual/ triple rationality in decision

making rapidly deteriorates under the kind of detailed inquiry made in this study. The topic

offers little to clarify the status of the standard operating procedure as a notable theoretical

unit, and how it may be seen to contribute to ways of explaining how decision making wurks in

these settings. This point will need to be raised again in later anal ytical work in this study..

When dialectical conflict theory is given a place in the discussion, a new place ma,

found where explanation becomes much clearer. Recruitment to interest groups may weli be

seen to be at the heart of the standard operating procedure mode of decision making. l'or

the moincit, at this point in the study, the status of standard operating procedure as a unit of

explanation brings a halt to progress centred around notions of linearity, what I I iCkSOn

frequently seems 10 refer to as precursiveness: the idea that decision making process goes

forward in step by step progression.
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This halt to progress. taking the form of logical confusion. may be seen in the

workaday administrative field where decision makers try to make sense of their ever-changing

settings ( if we were sta rting a depar meat from scratch .... (we would reverse the two

categories four and fiver). It is also seen in academic debate on decision making where

linearity frequently intrudes into the f )reground logic employed in certain sections of the

dkcussion.

A brief review of Hickson's vi..!ws on problem complexity is useful at this point.

Hickson cud (1986a, 1986b. 1987a and .987b) and Wilson et al (1980 and 1986) eit,,.! Allison,

but the extensive literature they pres!nt does not substamtikelvdevelop s triple

rationality thesis. Hickson's dual rationaitk 'Theory argues that:

'J lie ge is no type of process that can be explained only by reason of complexity or of
politicality alone. in relation to vhich variables of only one appear. Both concepts are
al\kays needed, though they r in relative import from decision to decision (1986a,
p. 188).

Ile stresses the need to concentrate up .)n process, but \kith a bipartite locus upon rationality

and politicality. Allison's tripartite focus appears lost, or overlooked.,

Curiously, a careful reading of ickson et al rediscovers it in the diagrammatic model

of decision making given (ibid., p. 1661. The diagram distinguishes an organisational level

from a decisional level and locates the organisational "rules of the game" at a point prior to

tile raising of the "matter for decision". Dual rationality of complexity and politicality :hen take

over dominance of the process. The source of the idea is not emphasised in discussion, leaking

it to the reader to infer that Ilickson ; :,t,1-'s organisational rules of the game corresponds \kith

Allison's ideas about standard operating procedures. This is unfortunate, because Allison gave

ideas about how standard operating procedures were able to carry their oven rationality and

decisional outcomes from start to fin sir. In scholarship generally, where there is loss of

complexity in explanation, conflation is usually suspected.

From this point forwards, furter progress in the study requires some sort of break

away from this impasse. linearity in de vision making process needs to be left behind, with its

implied reliance upon boundaried e)nsiderations: notions of starts and finishes to the

decisional process: and concomitant ack of a sociall y dynamic dimension through linear

thinking. Such a break away needs to move towards a more multi-dimensional point of view.



Imperatives arising from academic work status positions now seem to hold a central

place in the developing picture of accumulating complexities. All of the above seems to

confirm -that higher education organisations are unique. They are„wri genenis, their own

special typc.. of organisation. Since their history is short, their theory is little developed. Much

work now seems to lace the research scholar to tr y to advance explanation in the field of

decision making. In the process of this attempt, difficult and complex questions must be laced.

and not eschem.I.

Thc Developino  Program km- Thesis Part Three: Scare! Ibr NOV kvlanations

Ideas about decision making typically proceeding dirt ugh linear accretion secin to

break down under close analysis and discussion.. kthnographic anal ysis enlorces a need to

rejuvenate theory centred upon such ideas. Realigned theory now presents an opportunity to

work towards a more multi-dimensional picture of decision making. nis difIbrent point )1

view needs, first of all, to break out of boundaries assumed to be traced around decisional

content,.

A major problem derives from the fact that decisions under examination are typically

presented., in their representational forms. as outlines on paper: enumerating accumulated

detail and rationale notes. The sampled decision, it seems to be assumed, also pictures its

own process towards finalisation. This remains true, when we consider how each version

the decision, lodged in a filing cabinet along the way, is typically labelled as " the decision to

do such-and-such at that point in time". This fallacy lies at the heart of the research problem,.

The representation cannot do two things at once. It cannot represent both a process and an

outcome.

To put the matter in a more socially d ynamic context of inquiry, paraphrasing

Dahrendorl: it is " social structures", and not sampled decisions as outlined on paper. which

" are capable or producing within themselves the elements of their supersession and change"

(Dahrendorl, 1959. p. 	 For. as L)ahrendorl' goes on to point out:
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Social structures IliK only are subject to change but create permanently and systemati-

cally some or the determinant lOices of their change within themselves. Ainong these

fbrces certain groups arc paramount, the conflict of which may lead to modifications of

exist ing \rallies and institutions (p. yid).

The picture no\A needs to be redrawn ir terms of the unit's social structural life, \vhicli. in no

sense. may be construed as bounded. i r the chronologically phased and linear sense of that

term.

Certain key aspects of social stiuctural interactions, together with what may abide

among their influences, may appear permanently set in place at any point. It needs to be

noted. however, that they imperceptibly ehange over time and are never static. For example,

they typically take place in enforced coalitions. These are social settings where actors are

required to interact in groups that the v have not chosen for themselves. Forced to work

among groups and individuals over a wriod. such groups and individuals must deal with

outcomes in social structural developments over the said period. Perceptions about authority

relations are central, not peripheral. to this process. This enforced coalition idea encapsulates

many of the fixed or rigidly held aspects of social interactions.

Where, in this schema, we mu ;t ask, lies change? Conflict is at the centre of the

picture, for it is conflict that brings about the need for new decisions. Displacement which is

another term for social st ructural chatTe, takes place among authority relations that concern

persons. ideas, programs, and strategies. Keeping these important details in mind, it becomes

now possible to see how fluidity and resurgence take place, attached to decisions and decision

making set in place within fixed and r igidly held components of social structure. Such a

picture, now emerging from this sectilm of the study. will become increasingly detailed as

interpretation and analysis proceed further.

One ke y question not yet raised is how such developments, in dynamic social settings.

may result in standardisation imperatives that seem to be fossilised into standard operating

procedures. According to dialectical conflict theory. conflicts are resolved only through

displacement (bIlowed by laying down the grounds for future conflicts. To return to the

present study, since the pt ogram needs to develop suitably non-linear ideas of power and

authority and their roles in higher edscation decisions and decision making.. a number of

procedural implications in tesearch now need to be clarified.,
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'File program requires careful exploration of actors' polar opposite constructs, to note

what is being, rejected, as well as what is being affirmed, in social settings. We need this

process to assist in probing the " invisible world" that lies behind what actors say they arc doing

and why they are doing it. There is something " hidden" that needs to be understood, defined,

and brought lOrward into the foreground clamour of organisational life. In this extended

logical space, the researcher's developing picture of the IiD1) work setting, even the inicw-

mants theins(../ves, from the Ilead of Department down, are not very sure about what they are

describing themselves as doing. This state of affairs, now brought to light by the stud y so lay,

amounts to an endemic irony in social research. What the researcher is looking lor must

largely come from informants themselves, so that the inquiry locus may remain close to their

0\\1i ways of seeing and talking. Hut this realit y typically remains hidden from both themselves

and the researcher. Such an iron y falls to research method issues and needs to be resolved in

some vs/ay through the process of data presentation, interpretation, and analysis.

The study to this point has tried to remain faithful to tenets laid down at the beginning.

Decisions were to be sampled, They were to come from actors themselves at all levels in the

system, and presented in ways that remained close to their own ways of seeing, set out in

terminologies close to their own culture. The decision sample was briefly reviewed at the

beginning of this Thesis Part Two, which led to extensive layouts of descriptive data and

extended analysis as developed in Chapters 'three, Four and Five.

Two further considerations need to be raised at this point, to keep the complex issues

from local theory in the foreground. I las the idea of decisional categories been so fundamen-

tally called into question in this section of the report that the whole categorisation idea has

been seriously undermined? If " vortex-sporadic", " tractable-fluid" and " lamiliar-constricted"

are not so mutually exclusive any more: and the more so when applied to higher education

settings: then what might be developed as counterpart categorisation in higher education

theory? Perhaps the answer is none? A second consideration is that one possible overall

interpretation of the research activity in this section of the report is to say that the researcher

is now beginning to think and react more like Informant A about the " central teaching, and

learning aspects" than Informant A is thinking and reacting like the researcher. This may cast

serious doubt upon the idea of the researcher ever "catching up" with what is going on among

informants.. Commonalities in pile sort activity have built up a base-line of agreement:
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divergences reve ai h ow som .2 arc more diRergent: than others; a he i ghtened	 i.s'42	 politicality

SCCMS [0 he „mind in most items where d'vergences occur,

The following two chapters in this report return to review interview data from four

iurther key in to mants. A revised agerda now takes the Foreground of analysis. l::an the

grounds of decision in this 14her education setting be clarified in non-linear terns? flow may

decisions be seen to get under way ou side o an explanatory context that requires clear

beginnings, endings, boundaries and final- sations? To that lask the report now turns.
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